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RINITYTRJPQDrSarah Weddtngton SpeechEncourages Leadership
by Judy Sandford
Assistant News Editor
"As I climb I should help lift up others." This is
the goal of attorney Sarah Weddington, whose ex-
perience includes winning the Roe v. Wade case
legalizing abortion, counsel to the U.S. Department
of Agriculture during the Carter Administartion
and positions on the Texas legislature. Last Friday
evening, Weddington told a small group in McCook
auditorium about her experiences in law and the
government as well as her personal goal of encour-
aging young people to be better leaders.
Weddington focuses her talks on leadership be-
cause she is concerned that there are "not enough
women in politics, and in general, not enough peo-
ple who are excited about participating in politics
and leadership positions." She is trying to find ways
to get more women and people involved in leader-
ship because she feels that "people are happier
when they have the control to decide what happens
to us, the skills of leadership can be used in all
fields, and those skills can open the doors to em-
ployment opportunities."
Weddington explains that employers especially
look for that "something extra in the resume show-
ing leadership potential to provide for the future of
the organization." She feels that the "country
should train people in leadership just as corpora-
tions do."
Weddington outlined five major areas in which
leadership skills should be practiced, drawing from
her own experience. First of all, leadership has to
do with attitudes. "Like any other skill, leadership
gets better with practice. By moving in baby steps,
jEOU,gain the confidence to advance."
She then discussed the concept of the "critical
eye". "By watching leaders and how they work, it
is possible to ascertain why certain strategies work,
and learn from those that do." For example, at the
start of Weddington's lecture, she asked her audi-
ence to consolidate at the front and she spoke in
front of the podium.
Weddington stressed confidence as being the key
to accomplishing tasks. For instance, she noted in
political debates, that "male reporters would get in
line before formulating their questions, whereas
the female reporters would wait to have their ques-
tions finalized before getting into line, and subse-
quently never get their question asked."
Communication skills were also cited as essential
to effective leadership. Weddington encouraged all
students to take speech, debate, or public speaking
to improve human relations.
Her last emphasis was made on goal setting.
Weddington says that people should prepare in
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terms of "what can I do now to get more options
in the future, not 'where will I be in five years.'"
This philosophy is important to Weddington be-
cause if the focus is put on a particular job title, it
may disappear in the future. She also believes that
many "opportunities are opened up people that
meet by chance, or from being reccommended by
acquaintences." Weddington acknowledges that
"risks must be taken in time and money. The cycles
of success and failure should be observed and ana-
lyzed."
In her own experience, she was at the height of
her career working in the White House until the
day Carter was not reelected, leaving her and all
the people she knew without a job." Her feelings
of success came mainly from "knowing I had made
a difference that I was proud of."
Weddington notes that "you can't be a leader at
all times because you'd burn out. You have to wait
for an issue to come up, there is an incubation
period."
Weddington feels that the climate was favorable
for her success at the time. "Today it is harder for
women and minorities because not everyone agrees
with the role they are taking and they are the
pioneers of a new way of living, juggling career and
family. Her explanation for the situation is that "as
soon as women make up 15% of the workplace,
they are seen as a threat. The contracting economy
makes it difficult for anyone,"
Her advice in this situation is "that you can do
anything, but not all at the same time. You must
depend on both your male and female friends, and
know that how you say something is more impor-
tant that what you say." Weddington believes that
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By Sean Dougherty
Assiatan! Xrnv Editor
On Saturday Oct. 4th, Trinity
was the site of six separate, prob-
ably unrelated, violent, incidents.
On the same night a Trinity Coali-
tion of Blacks (TCB) dance was
closed due to alledged liquor vio-
lations.
John Georges was the adminis-
trator on call that evening. While
he was "in no position to judge the
violations", Georges authorized
closing the party because the off-
duty police officer hired by TCB to
provide security claimed that un-
der-aged patrons were being
served alcohol.
The officer objected to the fact
that TCB had auctioned off liquor
early in the party and that there
was no "real way to tell if under-
age people were drinking."
Georges concluded that "it is ab-
solutely untrue that the closing of
the TCB dance had anything to do
with what had happened the pre-
vious week in the Cave or what
was going on outside."
"We're still trying to determine
what took place, and why people
found it necessary to close the
Washington Room down. Near as
I can determine there was no be-
havior that warranted Trinity Se-
curity's attention and neither the
policeman nor the security officer
at the party reported any specific,
incidents." said a less sure Vice
President Tom Smith.
Smith did agree with Georges
that the violent events taking place
on campus had nothing to do with
the dance being closed. He praised
the job security performed that
night saying, "they did a fine job."
TCB President Wayne Gill raised
the question of why, if the TCB
dance was closed strictly due to
liquor violations, that the IFC
party in the Cave was not also
closed. The official response from
the school is that the IFC Oktober-
fest was not closed because no po-
lice reported violations.
The exact number and nature of
police or security involved events
is as follows.
At 10:30 p.m. Lewis Sinclair, a
Trinity security guard, was as-
sualted by a man in the parking lot
between Mather ami Elton Hall.
Deschenst-s, a fellow officer, called
for help. Sinclair pursued and cap-
tured his assailant.
After Sinclair had brought his
assailant back to Mather a friend
of the assailant came over arid
started verbally abusing Sinclair.
The first man then escaped and
the second was arrested by police-
men summoned by Deschenses. In
the process of being handcuffed the
second man broke free and also
escaped.
Also at about 10:30 p.m. a fight
took place between two groups of
black Hartford residents, one
group numbering six and the other
two, at the corner of Summit and
Vernon streets. When the Hart-
ford Police, called by Trinity Se-
curity, arrived on the scene six of
the men jumped into a car with
Alabama license plates and drove
off. The other two ran down the
hill to Zion street and escaped.
Smith says that the security report
states that one of the men involved
had a gun.
Around 11:00 p.m. two female
Trinity students were assualted by
a group of about 10 Hispanics out-
side of the North Campus Dorma-
tory. Both escaped unharmed.
At 11:30 the TCB dance was
closed and all available Trinity Se-
curity was used to seal off the IFC
dance in the cave to prevent crash-
ing by non-Trinity students who
had been upgtairs in the Washing-
ton Room.
Just before midnight John Phe-
lan, '89, was knocked down and
robbed in front of the Hallden En-
gineering Building. At about the
same time on the North side of
campus freshman Rob Cockburn
was assaulted by a group of His-
panics.
At midnight, two or three men
were discovered tampering with
cars parked on Summit Street and
were arrested by the Hartford Po-
lice. One of the men had commit-
ted burglaries here at Trinity last
month.
Also some time during the eve-
ning two men attempted to rob a
hot-dog vendor on Vernon street.
The vendor produced a knife and
chased his would-be-robbers awav.
1986 President's Fellows Announced
by Christine Herzig
Frank G. Kirkpalrick, Chairman Phol° dy Meryl Levin
of Trinity's Religion Department, celebrates at Follett's last Tuesday
the publishing of his new book, Community: A Trinity of Models,
Georgetown University Press.
The President's Fellows for the
1986-87 school year were officially
announced last week. The Fellows
represent a group of outstanding
senior students, each one recog-
nized by their particular academic
department as its best represent-
ative.
Students are judged on both
grade point average and the stu-
dent's contributions to and partic-
ipation in the department. Each
department sends a list of nomi-
nations, compiled from names sub-
mitted by department faculty
members, to President English and
then a decision is made.
The President's Fellows have
their first meeting this Wednes-
day, October 15th. A speaker from
the Hartford insurance community
is coming to give them a lecture
on leadership in social, business
and national situations followed by
a discussion. It is with these dis-
cussions and dinners, to which fac-
ulty members are also invited, that
the new Fellows such as Elisabeth
Boelhouwer "are really looking
forward to. I look forward to meet-
ing the others from the various de-
partments and sharing ideas."
Boelhouwer went on to say that
the nomination "made her feel
really honored to be a representa-
tive of the Biology Department,
especially since it was not based
solely on grade-point average."
Similarly, Steven Dube was
"surprised at first and unsure just
how it came about" but felt it was
a "really nice honor."
President English feels that "the
President's Fellows are a valuable
source of information for both me
and the administration."
"The Fellows enable me to learn
student views on dormatories, stu-
dent space and campus problems
and I review long range plans and
discuss curriculum ideas with
them" said the President,
The editors of The Trinity Pa-
pers are selected annually from
amongst the President's Fellows.
continued on page 5
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Editorial
Are We That Bad?
One month from now, the Admissions Office of Trinity
College will host a Minority Recruitment Weekend in an
attempt to attract the finest students from the most
diverse backgrounds. The admissions officers will be
faced with the Herculean task of overcoming all the
negative publicity the school has received about lacking
diversity. The different run-ins in the Cave and the Wash-
ington Room add to the problem.
Tom Condon's column about the beating of Eric M ..loy
in last week's Hartford Courant further eliminated any
doubts the Hartford community had that Trinity is not
an elitist college.There were elements of truth laced
throughout Mr. Condon's column, but it certainly did not
do justice to the people at the college who are fighting
to make changes.
Condon's column will further set a battle ground be-
tween the cagipus and tne community. He took what is
a very complex news story and created a scenario that,
two weeks later, has yet to be fully confirmed. The details
will probably never be sorted out.
It is time now for the factions on this campus to lay
down their verbal swords. Students must face the prob-
lem and decide whether or not they want Trinity to be
viewed as an "Ivory Tower" or as a vibrant part of the
Hartford scene. The campus must rally together in an
effort to make the city of Hartford more accepting of
our place on this hill we call home. In turn, the people
of Hartford must have more respect for Trinity and its
intellectual and social value.
It is up to the students to stand up and tell the people
of Hartford that we are not what the Courant and others
have made us out to be.
if we as Trinity students do not respond, then the
community has every right to think of us as a separate,
elite world of BMWs and CD players.
If it Is Condon's wish to see Trinity become more
tolerant of others in the community, then maybe he
should consider the damage of his tirade. Any Hartford
resident will read Condon's column and come to an
automatic negative conclusion about this school. The
negative publicity will further the tensions in the com-
munity, and thwart the efforts of those trying to make
changes for the better.
Think about the future of Trinity College. All the bright
students at Hartford Public High Schools who read Con-
don's column: Wili they still come to Trinity over other
competitive colleges? It is time to prove that these
students are welcome on our campus; next month will
be the College's time to prove that Condon was wrong.
If the we don't respond, then maybe Condon had a valid
point.
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NOTE: The Tripod accepts and prints all letters to tke editor and longer
opinion articles. All submissions should be typed and double spaced. Al-
though there is no limit to length, the editor reserves the right to condense
letters of more than 250 words, All letters submitted by Friday, 5 p.m. will
be considered for publication. Letters can be brought to the Tripod office
(Jackson basement) or placed in campus mail, Box 1310. If there are any
further questions, the editorial board can be reached at U6-1829.
Letters
Alum Calls for Resignations of Smith, Winer
To the Editor:
I write in regard to your 10/7/86
article on the "Cave Brawl" and
the article's quotations of Dean
Winer and Vice President Smith.
Winer states that Due Process will
be available for all parties in-
volved. Due Process is obviously
not available at Trinity. The inves-
tigation of the incident is incom-
plete, but Winer calls the incident
an "outrage" and states that,
"Trinity will not tolerate that type
of behavior," without, by virtue of
the incomplete investigation, being
able to knowingly characterize the
behavior. As the investigation is
ongoing, it is clear that Winer's
decision has been made; someone
is guilty, it is simple a question of
determining who will be punished.
Smith's mind is also already
made up. Smith was not present at
the infamous party, I gather. How
can he state that the incident could
have been stopped before it
started? What does Smith think of
threats against the life of a Trinity
student? Who is Smith to sancti-
moniously pronounce who is "wor-
thy" and who is not?
Winer and Smith have a duty to
approach situations of all degrees
of delicacy with open minds.
Clearly, they are biased against the
people who may or may not be ac-
cused in this matter. The above-
mentioned duty runs to all mem-
bers of the College Community, in-
cluding the sophomore football
players who are unconstitutionally
and illegally "singled-out".
Based on this incident, and based
on the treatment by Smith and Wi-
ner of a very close friend of mine,
who is also a Trinity graduate, I
am certain that Due Process is no-
nexistant at Trinity. Whoever will
be accused must retain a lawyer
immediately. Do not let the college
persuade you against retaining
counsel.
Most important, Winer and
Smith should resign because of the
brazen prejudice, that they so
proudly display, against a discrete
and insular minority. The Trustees
must demand their immediate res-
ignations because of their despica-
ble behavior. Are not Trinity
students innocent until proven
guilty? Other Americans have that
protection. Let us remember that
Smith and Winer are the investi-
gators, the judges, and the prose-
cutors here. Will there be an auto-
da-fe?
Yours Most Sincerely,
Edan F. Calabrese '83
P.S. How does the Women's Cen-
ter know that the Soviet Jewry
banner was not removed, for in-
stance, by a Hebrew irate over or
ashamed of Israel's treatment of
Palestinians? As to the "nymph"
comment, the enlightened women
of the Center should understand
that most men who see women
dressing in short skirts and flatter-
• ing sweaters, and who do so to at-
tract attention, will invariably
attract men's attraction, whether
that attention is expressed in a
"sexist" way or not. Trinity will
never suceed in changing human
"nature by fiat or by any other
means.
Appeal to Use Sense
To the Editor:
Things have gotten out of hand,
folks. Not only has there been the
normal amount of excessive gossip
and theorizing about the events of
the previous two weeks, but the
campus itself is becoming divided,
suspicious, critical. On the one
hand you hear that the reason
there has been so much violence
and unrest is because of the weak
(if not feeble) security. Others
claim that it's the fault of "those
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people from Hartford who come
here to cause trouble." Others
claim it is the bullying football
types who get drunk and beat peo-
ple up. And finally, my favorite
stereotype is those who credit all
the violence to "the increase in
drinking because there aren't
enough drugs."
Last Saturday night I was walk-
ing down the Long Walk at around
eleven thirty. A friend was with
me, and we were behind a bunch
of Blacks and Puerto Ricans who
definitely didn't seem to be from
campus. As we passed through
Cook Arch, a young, robust look-
ing preppie type from New Eng-
land leaned out his window and
told the group that "if they were
here to cause trouble, why don't
they get off campus."
Immediate antagonism followed.
I couldn't resist approaching the
New Englander, telling him that
in no uncertain terms what he did
was bogus, and that he should re-
frain from causing such antago-
nism. You wouldn't believe his
response; he told me that security
told him to "be careful." Be care-
ful? My God, this was directly illic-
iting anger from the group. I
looked at him as the crowd behind
me rallied insults at both of us, and
told him I thought he was being
really careful.
I don't want to burden the public
and the Tripod with yet another
letter, but I just think that people
should use more common sense
around here. No more gossip about
idle rumour, please. People are
people, whether they are black,
white, red, or yellow. Trinity Col-
lege is not Miami Vice, unless
that's what we waul lo make it.
Sincerely. Grev Keating
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Letters
Alumnus' Reply Rips Courant Columnist
To the Editor:
I read Tom Condon's recent ar-
ticle captioned "Time to Raze
Ivory Towers at Trinity" with my
usual air of resignation. By the
way, couldn't someone come up
with something fresher than 'ivory
tower' as a depreciatory symbol of
academe? The metaphore, trite
even by Courant standards, has
been kicking around since, roughly,
the War of 1812. It's become so
hackneyed that proof editors ap-
parently don't even notice the in-
appropriateness of the plural
"towers" to the situation the
writer presumably seeks to de-
scribe. Surely what Mr. Condon
wishes to convey is that Trinity is
the ivory tower, not that Trinity is
composed of 1,800 separate tow-
ers, whence the individual aes-
thete occupants emerge
occasionally to dispense vigilante
justice to the likes of the ag-
grieved, if ill-tonsured, Mr. Eric
Malloy.
Although the gist of Mr. Con-
don's argument is toward sociol-
ogy rather than fact, he is not timid
in pummeling us with his concep-
tions of either. If I understand him
correctly, his point is that the pre-
sumed attack on two male visitors
to campus with un-preppie hair-
cuts was occasioned by the Trinity
students' unfamiliarity with flat-
tops and "long, spiky style" hair-
cuts. Which point, if true, suggests
the antithesis of the argument of
Mr. John Bonelli (whom Mr, Con-
don describes effusively as "al-
most [?] a campus legend"). Mr.
Bonelli is quoted to have com-
mented, "If more students got in-
volved in the city, their
misinformation would be chal-
lenged with [sic] the truth - that all
people are pretty much the same."
Whatever that means: St. Francis
and Hitler? Pol Pot and Mother
Theresa?
Mr. Condon's point seems to be
the opposite: that were Trinity stu-
dents (who he must suppose to
have been from infancy attended
upon by inoffensively dressed and
well-groomed servants and trades-
men, sent blindfolded to St. Gro-
telex Academy, whence 4-6 years
later they were transported to
Trinity in hermetically sealed
buses, to avoid contact with the
Great Unwashed) to "get out and
learn anything about the rest of
Hartford" they would be disa-
bused of well-educated, cherubic
Episcopalians.
In either ease I suggest that the
results would be deliterious, per-
haps even catastrophic, for all con-
cerned.
If Mr. Bonelli is correct in sup-
posing that a realization of com-
monality would ensue from such
exposure, mighn't the resulting
feeling of declassement be too
traumatic for Peter and Susie
Creamcheese, who would be thus
driven to despair and possibly sui-
cide musing on the spectre of their
genes, the product of centuries, or
more likely decades (since grand-
pater cornered the pickle market
during WWII) if meticulous breed-
ing being essentially indistinct
from those of the Swinish Multi-
tude? "My God, Susan, that might
be us watching 'The Dating Game',
instead of 'Brideshead', jiveassing
through The Neighborhood with a
ghettoblaster rather than jogging
with Vivaldi on the Sony,"
On the other hand, consider Mr.
Condon's theory: that exposure to
townie Untermenschen, probably
the least of whose social faux pas
is that they sport un-preppie hair-
cuts would make Peter and Susan
aware of the prevalence of these
aesthetically deplorable condi-
tions. His tacit assumption is that
the mere predominance of these
modes having been made clear to
Susie and Peter, their socially ac-
quired abhorrence would trans-
form into acquiescence, if not
actual espousal.
However, could not this in-
creased familiarity simply increase
the contempt, perceived hereto-
fore only through a glass darkly,
of those whose social solecisms
must forever separate them from
"People Like Us"? And more to
the point, might not the awareness
of the magnitude of these condi-
tions sound a tocsin in Peter and
Susie's brains - a call to arms to
extirpate the heretofore unreal-
ized threat posed by the lower mid-
dle classsed, the prevalence of
whose loathsome sartorial and
consumer choices would now be
seen to pose an alarming impedi-
ment to the continuance of Civili-
zation as We Know It? Moreover,
might it not exacerbate the "Killer
Preppie Syndrome" and occa-
sional ever more violent, even
homocidal, assaults upon offend-
ing Hartford residents?
Yes, scoff if you will at the Killer
Preppie Syndrome, but I hold a
theory, which I should like to pro-
pound here, that a certain CBS
newscaster was accosted and
beaten by two nattily dressed men
on Park Avenue simply because he
had the bad taste to wear his re-
pulsive sweater on the air during
his nightly newcasts. Naturally, no
civilized person condones this sort
of violence: ultima thule rogue
preppyism, pure and simple. But,
we must understand, the assail-
ants thought had cause! The rea-
son they thought this (and I believe
Mr. Condon would concur) in-
volves their lack of exposure to
slovenliness and bad taste (outside
of their school and college sanctu-
aries, where, of course, it's quite
all right). Could not the concept of
the convergence of "town and
gown" be revived? I have a dream
that one day the spirit of Tom Leh-
rer, a prophet with but scant con-
temporary honor, will come to
fruition:
Step up and shake the hand, Of
someone you can't stand, You can
tolerate him if you try.
There wilt, of course, be mutual
exposure, and when the hoi polloi
visit places like Trinity they will be
at least sufficiently conversant
with its ethos and traditions to
grunt a marginally acceptable an-
swer to the question, "Kennedy,
what's the frequency?" - some-
thing any traditionally prepared
Trinity student has known from his
nonage.
Dinoso Answers O'Gara's Criticisms
To the Editor:
I would like to respond to Miss
O'Gara's editorial letter concern-
ing my article on Southern Africa.
First of all, I acknowledge that I
did misname Jonas Savimbi's or-
ganization in Angola, naming it
SWAPO instead of UNITA. This
mistake was an oversight on my
part and does not reflect the integ-
rity of my sources. For this, I apol-
ogize.
Secondly, I gathered my infor-
mation from several articles in the
Philadelphia Inquirer. I leave it up
to you to judge the integrity of this
newspaper.
Obviously, Miss O'Gara and I do
not see the situation in Southern
Africa in the same light. The rea-
son for this letter was not to argue
over ideas. I simply wanted to give
everyone a chance to decide
whether or not my sources were
trustworty and to apologize for an
admittedly glaring error on my
part.
Sincerely,
Vincent Dinoso
My solution is to require all Trin-
ity students to shop once a week
in, say, K-Mart. This could replace
the old chapel requirement, which
was eliminated when I was at
Trinty. Trinity students would be
further required to attach fuzzy
dice and Playboy deodorants to the
rear-view mirrors of their Volvos
(perhaps with a bobbing dog in the
rear for good measure), the better
to identify with Hartford's social
milieu.
Of course, one can't abolish
Original Sin, although I daresay
Mr. Condon would like to give it
the old [Dismal Swamp A&M?]
College try; many students will
probably cheat and merely sew K
Mart labels (which would thence-
forth become the hottest item on
campus since Columbian Gold) to
their Brooks Brothers and Lord &
Taylor apparel and order the bob-
bing dogs custom-made from Nei-
man Marcus. But a principle would
at least have been established.
Anyway, I feel Mr. Condon is to
be congratulated for his perspicac-
ity in having discerned not only
the root causes of the incident but
obtaining the actual facts as well.
In this respect he is miles ahead of
the police, who have made no ar-
rests, and the Trinity administra-
tion, which is still pursuing an
investigation.
Mr. Condon's sources appear to
be confined to a few witnesses, one
of whom was the hostess of the
two gentlemen on campus, and
who, presumably occupied with her
"deejay" duties during the dance
was able to comment only upon re-
marks directed toward them dur-
ing the day. The other, a Miss Beth
McDonald, described as a student,
is quoted (misquoted, I charitably
hope) as saying that "[it was] ob-
vious [that the attackers] were
being ignorant about the way the
two guys looked, and their back-
grounds." No one but Mr. Condon
has been able to adduce who ac-
tually began the violence. Unless,
of course, you count the 400 sign-
ers of a petition being circulated to
bring the presumed perpetrators
to Justice.
Alas, what Mr. Condon may not
know is that although Trinity un-
dergraduates would, as a whole,
probably have snored through the
Sermon on the Mount, anyone can
quickly get 400 signers on any an
courant issue from banning the
Boers to condemning the destruc-;
tion of Athenian snail darters dur-
ing the Peloponnesian Wars.
Incidentally, considering the
thefts and assaults committed by
Hartford residents (unless Mr.
Condon thinks that they were im-
ports from Scarsdale) upon the
Trinity community over the years,
this incident has to be the biggest
man-bites-dog story of the decade.
But, that notwithstanding, let me
conclude on a serious note.
In an earlier era harrassment of
an invited guest of Trinity would
bring severe disciplinary action.
(That's any invited guest, by the
way, including public figures un-
popular with certain segments of
the college community). Should
unprovoked violence have ensued,
the instigators would have
learned a lesson they wouldn't be
around Trinity long enough to
profit from. If the facts are as Mr.
Condon suggest - two unoffending
guests at Trinity verbally abused
and physically attacked without of-
fering serious provocation (which
obviously doesn't include hair
style) - the assailants should be dis-
ciplined, even expelled. Neverthe-
less, aside from sappy television
'docudramas' and yellow journal-
ism, such issues are rarely so clear-
cut. I hope that the Trinity admin-
istration will deal objectively and
fairly in this matter and not be in-
timidated by the polemics and
dimestore sociology proferred by
the usual sources.
Yours faithfully,
Stephen F. Green
Op-Ed
by John Shiftman
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ment. This year, of course, we are
barely one month into the semes-
ter and we are at! yelling about
security, or lack thereof.
But this one, ray friends, is get-
ting out of hand. No, they're not
burning Janice,Stewart in effigy
on the quad yet, but many stu-
dents are calling for drastic re-
forms in security. Naturally,
students here view the situation
very differently than does Trinity
College Security. From the letters
to the editor and general talk, stu-
dents seem very concerned. And it
seems apparent that security does
not feel that the situation is as yet
"serious" — not one "Security
Alert" haa been posted this year.
It's been, of course, a hectic Be- .
master for the Dean's office al-
ready and the problems they've
had have led to yet another review
of Trinity'a alcohol policy. Now, it's
reported that the SGA last week
considered a proposal made by
body President Tyler Vartenegian
to put a six week moritorium on
drinking at Trinty.
Last year. 1 wrote an editorial
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personally, they did overset- the
people working the door to make*
sure they were doing their job.
Several social chairs of a variety
of organizations have complained
that the guards spond more time
watching the I.D. process than
anything else. The purpose of
Trinity security should be to pro-
tect the health and welfare of the
student body; it should not be to
enforce the rules and regulations
of Trinity's ever changing alcohol
code. Until recently, it was widely
assumed that when a fraternity or
any other organization is required
to pay a security guard $85 a night,
that the guard was being hired by
the group to protect students and
property and not to report liquor
violations to the Bean's office, If
the guard is there to protect stu-
dents, then the students should
pay the $85. But if the guard's
principal duties are to play alcohol-
policeman for the college, then the
college should help defray the cost
of the guard(s).
At a recent IFC meeting, Dean
Winer spoke to the delegates about
what lie called an increasing
•vjr-ir* ^ f-Vnl-c1 rc'at-d virlrn-r
this vmn-ter WIHII he .iskert 'iu
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that must not be dismissed by
either the Dean's office or those
who do not smoke, THE NEW
YORK TIMES ran a long story on
the very subject last week. It said
that with the decreasi ng availabil-
ity of marijuana in l ie United
States, in both quantity and qual-
ity, the result has been a large in-
crease in the abuse of alcohol and
cocaine. (Of course, that includes
crack, but crack is more of a joke
here than anything else.)
Maybe when marijuana makes its
return to this campus, things will
settle down, But if they don't.
Trinity security must do better.
They must review their current
apparent policy of non-internven-
tion whenever the health or safety
of a Trinity student or a guest is
at riak. From the security guard
who placed three $30 parking tick-
ets over the registration sticker on
my windshield reading "Failure to
Register Vehicle," to the director,
security must realize that students
are concerned: not only with their
own protection but with the appar-
ent priorities of Trinity Security.
You're never too old
to quit blowing smoke.
TCB Dance Was Closed Without Reason
American Heart Association
WE'RE FIGHTING FCWYOUR LIFE
To the Editor:
As one of the few Trinity stu-
dents who actually attended the
TCB dance last Saturday night, I
would like to clear up a few mis-
conceptions.
There was no fighting or rowdi-
ness in the Washington Room
whatsoever. Granted there was a
fight in the Cave and other inci-
dents on the campus. However, I
don't see how this justifies Secu-
rity and/or the Hartford Police
ending the dance. Although these
parties claim that they ended the
dance because liquor was served to
minors, I disagree. I was standing
right next to a girl who was re-
fused a drink because she did not
have the correct marking on her
hand. I realize that this does not
necessarily mean that no minors
were served. But even if some had
gotten served, it wouldn't have
been any different from the aver-
age "closed" Trinity party.
I do not in any way condone the
actions of those few troublemak-
ers that attended the TCB dance.
I do feel, however, that ending the
dance was not the solution. After
all, it wasn't the people actually
staying in the Washington Room
who were causing problems.
Sincerely,
Margaret Coughlin
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Higgins Leads Suicide Talk
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Professor George Higgins spoko
on "Suicide, Simplicity and Lib-
eral Arts." Saturday morning.
Over 60 people showed up in
McCook auditorium Saturday
morning to hear Professor Hig-
gins, director of Trinity's counsell-
ing program.
Higgins opened his address by
recalling how, twenty-five years
ago, the Parent's Association was
responsible for convincing the col-
lege administration that a coun-
selling program was needed.
Furthermore, it was the strong op-
position of the Parent's Associa-
tion which kept the administration
from later scaling down the pro-
gram.
Some stark facts about the sui-
cide rate among young people were
discussed at the lecture. For in-
stance, over 6500 people under the
age of twenty-five commit suicide
each year. It is estimated that for
every person who commits suicide,
there are 50 to 100 who attempt
it. The 30% increase in the suicido
rate of young people during the
1970s is coupled with an increase;
in anxiety-related behavioral din-
orders, as well as, compulsive and
obsessive behavioral disorders.
Professor Higgins noted that
every generation of young people
has had to deal with anxiety-pro-
How five minutes can
change the way TO move
nrough college.
In five minutes you could
change the course of History. And any
other subject you maybe studying.
Just take part in a demonstration
of the Macintosh™ personal computer
from Apple®
You 11 see how Macintosh can
help you work better, faster and,
perhaps best of all, smarter. •
• You'll also qualify to win aTrek"
12-speed touring bike. And you'll walk
away with a free bicycle cap.
Macintosh and aTrek bike.
Both will do more than help you
get ahead. Both will take you
anywhere you want to go.
"ENTER NOW THROUGH
OCTOBER 31 AT THE
CONSULTANT'S DESK IN
THE COMPUTER
CENTER'S PUBLIC
TERMINAL ROOM.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT MS. SANFORD
IN THE
USER'S SERVICES
OFFICE"
Offer restrictions and details are available at your microcomputer center. Bicycle cabs available while supply lasts. Trek *isa trademark of Trek Bicycle
Corp. © 1986 Apple Computer, inc. Apple and the Apple logo are registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. Macintosh is a trademark ofMclntosh'
Laboratory, Inc. and is being used with its express permission.
voicing external factors. It is the
miinner in which the present gen-
eration views these factors which
is alarming. "Today, a tendency to
appeal to simplicity pervades
young people's mentality." said
Higgins. Oversimplification has
become the popular norm. Since
the harshness of reality is usually
not simple, many young people are
unable to cope.
For many students, there are
simple definitions for such com-
plex notions as happiness and suc-
cess. Students feel that the criteria
making up these concepts must be
met, to avoid failure. They can feel
that jobs, majors, and even per-
sonal interests must be acceptable
to peers, parents and society in
general if they themselves are to
feel sucessi'ul.
"Students fool they have irre- |
trievably lost their way in life if
they experience unhappiness",
continued Higgins. Likewise, their
senHe of self-worth declines as feel-
ings of unhappiness increase. Pro-
fessor Higgins feels that the
general attitudes of society that
stress simplistic answers keep
For many individuals, counsell-
ing is seen as additional evidence
of failure. Young people don't feel
they should have serious problems
in the first place, and if major
problems do develop, then they
should be solved by the person who
is experiencing them.
Quite often, students who enroll
in counselling suffer from depres-
sion or high anxiety. Many refuse
to take sanctioned drugs, such as
tranquillizers, to stabilize their
feelings. Ironicaly, many of these
young people will turn to cocaine
or marijuana to help alter their
feelings. Professor Higgins does
not believe that the drug problem
in today's society is as serious as
many authorities proclaim it to be.
He feels that more emphasis
should be placed on the causes of
drug use, not simply on the ef-'
fects.
Higgins feels that a well-rounded
liberal arts education enables stu-
dents to view situations from dif-
ferent perspectives. It encourages
students to raise questions and
challenge the established norms.
Students are not merely exposed
to the complexities of knowledge,
they are taught to expect them.
The most important insight
gained by a liberal arts education
is that truth and easy answers are
difficult to come by. However, it is
the searching process which is
more important than the easy an-
swer.
You're never too
old to quit
blowing smoke.
No matter how long or how much
you've smoked, it's not too
late to stop. Because the sooner
you put down your last cigarette,
the sooner your body will begin
to return to its normal, healthy
state.
American Heart
Association
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
MDURLIFE
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Barbara Kenneily Gives
Washington Perspective
by Phil Robertson
News Editor
U.S. Congresswoman Barbara B.
Kennelly (D-Ct. 1st District) re-
turned to the Trinity campus last
Friday at the invitation of the
Trinity Young Democrats to speak
to a mixed of audience of students
and parents about current issues
and her Washington experiences.
She is no stranger to Trinity, hav-
ing received her Masters degree in
Government here and currently
serving on the college Board of
Trustees, a position she called "my
one extracurricular activity out-
side of Congress."
After a brief introduction by
Young Democrat President Mary
Beth Long, Kennelly quickly
jumped into general remarks about
recent developments in Congress.
Having just arrived from Wash-
ington that afternoon after House
completion of work on an immigra-
tion bill, she remarked "I don't like
legislating so close to an election
since so much of politics is local."
She pointed to the recent drug bill
as an example of the abuses that
can result from a closeness of elec-
tioneering and legislating.
While acknowledging "the drug
problem is catastrophic", she
added that the bill was a case
where "Congress saw a popular is-
sue in the communities and then
just got carried away by the sense
of crisis." Particular amendments
that drew her ire were the provi-
sion to limit in drug cases the ex-
clusionary law which prohibits
prosecutors from using illegally
obtained evidence in court and the
amendment to use the army to stop
drug trafficking. Most impartial
observers have seriously ques-
tioned the constitutionality of both
provisions.
Kennelly then moved on to dis-
cussing upcoming November elec-
tions. She did not mention her
opponent, Republican Herschel
Klein, who is not expected to seri-
ously challenge Kennelly's re-elec-
tion in the predominantly
Democratic 1st Congressional Dis-
trict. Rather, she optimistically
discussed the Democratic Party's
prospects in legislative elections
and noted that it is around issues
that Democrats, particularly in the
House, have been a power to con-
tend with.
Kennelly claimed the Democrats
are a major reason why Reagan
decided to meet Gorbachev in Ice-
land this past weekend. She said
House Democrats had forced Re-
agan to take action on arms con-
trol issues by attaching to the
defense appropriations bill amend-
ments seeking to freeze "Star
Wars" funding, place a morato-
rium on nuclear testing, continue
U.S. compliance with the 1979 Salt
II Treaty, and halt binary chemical
weapon production. She noted the
Democrats decided not to confront
the President on these issues last
week because they felt America
should "speak with one voice" at
the Iceland pre-summit.
Concerning apartheid in South
Africa, she remarked that with
sanctions the Democrats were
"right on the mark" and more in
tune with the sentiments of the
American people that the Reagan
Administration. She called the Re-
agan veto of sanctions against
apartheid "shameful", and added
the ensuing Congressional over-
ride of the veto was "the least we
could do since we claim we are the
leaders of the human rights cause
in the free world."
Kennelly also brought up the is-
sue of aid to the contras seeking
to overthrow the sovreign govern-
ment of Nicaragua. She opposes
such aid, and vowed that despite
the fact the President was able to
win a House vote releasing 100
million dollars to the contras, "the
issue will come up continuously for
the next few years." In light of the
recent downing of a contra supply
plane over Nicaragua, and the cap-
ture by the Sandinistas of an
American on board they claim is a
C.I.A. agent, Kennelly was very
critical of current U.S. policy in
tthat region. She pointed out it is
common knowledge in Washing-
ton that the Reagan Administra-
tion has been encouraging private
U.S. citizens to get involved in
helping the contras, and blasted
such actions as "private foreign
policy" that could be violating the
Neutrality Act.
She furter noted that "I love
watching the government trying to
deny CIA involvement in the sup-
ply plane incident. If you're trying
to overthrow a government, of
Graduate Barbara Kennelly returns to Trinity Photo by Meryl Levin
course the CIA is going to be in-
volved."
Kennelly concluded that U.S.
foreign policy is becoming reac-
tionary and said "I honestly ex-
pected more of George Schultz; I
mean does any one who he is these
days?". She feels this trend is a
result of more conservative mem-
bers of the Reagan Administration
and the G.O.P. gaining more cre-
dence among those making cur-
rent policy decisions. She says this
ongoing change taking place in the
Republican Party mirrors the: left-
wing slant that took the Demo-
cratic Party out of the political
mainstream in 1984, and may have
some of the same
disastrous effects for the G.O.P. in
1986 and 1988.
In the extended question and an-
swer session that followed her talk,
Kennelly touched on a wide vari-
ety of topics. She explained many
particulars of the new tax to inter-
ested parents, and said new
changes will probably follow if
there is a downturn in the national
economy.
She called the Reagan Adminis-
tration's Libyan disinformation
campaign "disgraceful — public
relations has become so much of
the process, but that's downright
manipulative. It saddens and dis-
gusts me."
Perhaps more interesting, espe-
cially to ConnPIRG students on
campus who have been phone lob-
bying their Senators recently,
were her comments about the 9
billion dollar Superfund bill to con-
tinue clean-up of toxic waste
dumps. She feels certain President
Reagan will veto it when it reaches
his desk. Kennelly added "In Con-
gress we have a count going on,
seeing who would be able to come
back for a special one-day special
override session. Part of the rea-
son we passed it when we did was
to allow some time before elections
to do so." She is convinced Super-
fund proponents have the two-
thirds majority in both the House
and Senate they need to override,
and the overwhelming vote tallies
of the original passage of Super-
fund support her contention.
Kennelly closed with her prefer-
ences for the Democratic Presi-
dential nominee in 1988. Stressing
the need for a "candidate who can
appeal across the board", she in-
dicated she liked former Virginia
Governor Charles (Chuck) Robb,
and U.S. Congressman Richard
Gephardt (D-Missouri). As she put
it, "I'd like to be part of a winning
effort this time around."
Smith, Nelson Discuss Future of South Africa
by David Copland
Staff Writer
"South Africa's problems will be
solved in the political arena, and
not in the board room," said Allan
R. Nelson last Tuesday at Austin
Arts in a discussion concerning
South Africa.
Nelson, who is the former chair-
man of the Investor Responsibility
Research Council and currently the
Vice President and Treasurer of
New England Asset Management,
has visited South Africa several
times since 1978, most recently in
April of this year.
Vice-President Thomas Smith
and William Swanson, who is
chairman of the Nambibia Schol-
arship fund, also spoke.
"Although I disaprove of the sit-
uation (in South Africa) I no longer
feel divestment is the right ac-
tion;" said Nelson. "Originally it
was an excellent idea to get peo-
ple's attention. But now, I caution
you, that if you achieve divestment
there still will be more to be done."
Nelson expressed concern that if
America did completely divest it
would feel the moral duty had been
done and no other action would be
necessary.
"American sanctions are now a
good idea to get the attention of
South African whites," said Nel-
son. "It's the little things that get
to them." Nelson explained that
the whites had been outraged when
"Dallas" was cancelled.
Addressing Trinity studetents
in the audience, Nelson added
"something you can do is to get.
together with others and sponsor
a South African student." He
stressed that the dollar now has
considerable buying power in
South Africa.
"We just aren't seeing the edu-
cational opportunities for black
students," he continued. "Stu-
dents need training in philosophy
and economics if they are to be-
come leaders." Nelson commented
that the vocational training pro-
vided by U.S. companies is good
too, but that it will not bring new
leaders to black South Africans.
"All the great potential black
leaders have been killed or impris-
oned," he continued. Whenever a
potential leader comes along some-
thing conveniently happens to
him."
All three speakers compared
South Africa to Nazi Germany.
Swanson and Nelson confirmed
each other's stories of finding hot
cross buns with swastikas in South
African bakers on Adolph Hitler's
birthday. Smith said, "I continue
to liken (South Africa) to the old
German system in some respects."
Smith found that the 30 blacks
which the New England Board of
Higher Education support at Brit-
ish universities in South Africa do
suffer from racism. But, to remove
them to Europe or the United
States for a higher education is
worse because they are then
frowned upon in South Africa as
traitors. "They are called 'collabo-
rators'," said Smith. "I haven't
heard that term used since France
during the war."
"The South African national
government has enough clout to
stay in power for the next ten
years despite its political schisms,"
stated Nelson. "The government
is well financed and armed. They
will escalate their methods to con-
trol the poeople. The response will
be an increase in violence from for-
merly peaceful organizations, in-
cluding the ANC." (African,
National Congress)
Swanson is working to send
black Namibian students to Lu-
theran colleges in the United
States. "Everything that you hear
about South Africa happens in Na-
mibia, only worse," said Swanson.
"There the (South African) mili-
tary has absolutely no checks on
them." Presently there are 1700
Nambibian students in Cuba, the
largest number studying in any
foreign country.
Nelson concluded by cautioning
Americans to watch developments
in South Africa very closely, clos-
ing with the dire warning that "it
has only been 40 years since we
saw six million people burned to
death."
Weddington
continued from page 1
women leaders will
move up through the ranks, "but
timing is essential."
Weddington got interested in
law when she worked as a clerk
typist in 1965. "There are two
things you should never see made,
sausage and law." Prom that ex-
perience she decided she could do
a better job making the laws. After
obtaining her law degree at the age
of 21, she became known as ' 'fight-
ing for what she believed in."
All through her life, she had held
leadership positions of small orga-
nizations in which she was inter-
ested. In 1970, she was contacted
by a womens organization that
hoped to help women get safe
abortions within the state, to see
if it was legal. This experience
touched off years of research that
led to the 7-2 Supreme Court de-
cision in favor of legalized abor-
tions in 1973, Weddington's first
contested case. While Roe vs.
Wade was being argued, Wedding-
ton was able to work in women's
issues within the Texas legisla-
ture.
While working in the Carter
administration, Weddington en-
joyed meeting foreign dignitaries,
although what really stands out are
the new roles that were created
for women. Among things accom-
plished at that time were the preg-
nancy disability bill, women's
inclusion in the military, and loans
for new women's businesses.
English Honors
Students Fellows
continued from page 1
The editors work with other stu-
dents in the school to choose a col-
lection of the most superlative
essays and research papers writ-
ten during the year which then are
then printed up in a small paper-
back book distributed to alt mem-
bers of the college community.
The following is a list, alphabe-
tacal by department, of this year's
President's Fellows; Nancy Albert
(American Studies), Elisabeth
Boelhouwer (Biology), Robert
Bentivegna (Chemistry), Susan
Dorman (Biochemistry), Andreada
Kapetanopoulou (Classics), Young
Sul (Economics), Edward Sweeney
(Educational Studies), Manuel
Cuevas (Engineering), Manuel
Allegue (Engineering-Computer
Coordinate), Susanne Hupfer (En-
gineering-Computer Science), Pa-
mela Nomura (English), Steven
Dube (Fine Arts-Art History),
Christine Quell (Fine Arts-Studio
Arts), Anne Carol Winters (His-
tory), Sara Paul (Intercultural
Studies), Paul Morico ((Mathemat-
ics), Maro Gyftopoulos (Modern
Languages), David Washer (Mu-
sic), Carla Torres (Philosophy),
Theodore Moise (Physics), Donna
Joyce (Political Science), Elissa
Perry (Psychology), Ann Kuhlthau
(Religion), Christopher Bressette
(Sociology), Phoebe McBride (The-
atre and Dance), and Thomas Re-
gan (Urban and Enviromental
Studies).
Macintosh Workshop
Learn how to:
1. Set up & start using your Macintosh
2. Use Macwrite & Macpaint, as well as
other programs like Word, Switcher
and Macdraw
Wednesdays & Thursdays from 7:00 to 9:00
Halden
Contact Stephen Freser 4» 249-2276
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On The Long Walk The "Meal Plan Purchase Agree-ment" states: "I agree to: ...2.Present my ticket at each meal,and bus my tray..." It has beenposted on the Beef Board if a stu-
dent does not bus his/her tray, she/
he will have to give ten hours of
work to Saga. Do you think this is
going to work?
by Laura Danford
Edward Osborne '89 I don't think
it will work because no one reads
the bloody Beef Board anyway.
Rupert Patrick '89 You ask me to
stand on a piece of bubble gum to
take my picture and then you ex-
pect me to tell you that people are
going to bus the remains of SAGA
food. Frankly, I don't think its
going to work.
SGA Reviews Trinity Alcohol Policy
Jon Mills '89 No, I think this is
more of a challenge. I've never left
my tray before except in protest
of a horrible meal.
Peter Vouderis '87 It just won't
work because something like that
is difficult to enforce.
Tyler Barnes '87 No, I really don't
think so. I think it's an empty
threat. You've got to have some-
one to police it for it to work.
by Dawn Browne
At last Tuesday's meeting of the
Student Government Association,
the discussion focused on three
main areas: fundraising, the new
SAGA tray policy, and the alcohol
situation on campus.
Recently the SGA developed the
Fundraising Committee which
comes up with ideas for increasing .
the SGA's budget and reports to
the Budget Committee. This year's
budget is short on funds for two
major reasons. First, the activities
fee which all students are charged
has not been increased in four
years. President Tyler Varteni-
gian says he hopes to raise the fee
by $30 next year, which will in-
crese the Student Activities Fund
by $50,000 extra to give to student
clubs for their various activities.
The second reason this year's
budget is somewhat less than usual
is that budget overspending in the
past few years had forced previous
SGA's to borrow from future
budgets. The amount of these
overruns is finally substantial
enough to cause the SGA
to raise some of its own funds. The
Fundraising Committee, headed by
Lisa Cadette, has tossed around
ideas ranging from selling boxer
shorts to auctioning off football
players. Forthis "weekend event",
SGA plans to get donations from
the community for minimum over-
head and large profit. President
Vartenigian commented on the
committee that "though the role of
the SGA is to organize/oversee the
running of clubs, there was no way
to get around a fundraising event.
It (the fundraising) has to start
somewhere."
The new SAGA tray policy,
which is intended as a deterrent
rather than a punishment, states
that any person not busing her/his
tray will have to serve 10 penalty
hours of tray busing in SAGA.
Vartenigian, also a SAGA student
manager, said that "aside from
busing being stated in the meal
contract, it is common courtesy.
Something had to be done. Too
many SAGA workers were wast-
ing time doing work that should
have already been done by stu-
dents."
The final major topic discussed
in Tuesday's meeting was alcohol
on the Trinity Campus and Trini-
ty's alcohol policy. Dean of Stu-
dents David Winer spoke at the
meeting for nearly two hours an-
swering questions; he added in a
telephone interview that "al-
though the college could impose
external impositions (only allowed
"x" number of kegs, close tap at
"x" hour, etc)" he would "hope
trust the students to control them-
selves and their drinking; to take
respbnsbility for their actions."
Trinity's alcohol policy is based
on behavior rather than consump-
tion. The administration contends
that students will drink whether or
not there is a rule against it- there-
fore the main thrust of the policy
is concerned with having people
control their behavior so that it is
neither destructive nor unruly. If
actions do become destructive,
then the college will take further
action.
Vartenigian threw out the sug-
gestion that Trinity be a dry cam-
pus for six weeks. Interest was
expressed for having an Alcohol
Awareness Week, sponsored by
the SGA and the Trinity Alcohol
Awareness Program (TAAP). Both
organizations are very concerned
with the excessive use of alcohol.
on campus. Dean Winer was "very
glad to see student initiative on
this difficult issue."
HOW FAR WILL YOUR TALENT TAKE YOU?
Apply for the TIME College Achievement
Awards and find out. TIME Magazine is search-
ing for 100 college juniors who have distinguished
themselves by their excellence, in academics and,
more importantly, exceptional achievement out-
side the classroom.
The top 20 winners will be awarded $2,500 and
profiled in a special promotional section of
TIME. Eighty finalists will receive $250 each.
All 100 students will be given first consideration
for internships with participating corporations.
Deadline for applications is December 31,
1986. Details at your dean's office or call 1-800-
523-5948. In Pennsylvania, call 1-800-637-8509.
TIME
The College Achievement Awards
DONIZETTI'S PIZZA
1502 BROAD ST.
DELIVERED IN 3O
MINUTES OR IT'S
CALL
TODAY
246-7209
OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK
4:00-2:00
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Administration Considers Changing Alcohol Policy
by Susan Hyman
Tripod Staff Writer
As a result of a series of violent
incidents that have occurred at so-
cial functions on campus recently,
the students and administrators
are evaluating the effectiveness of
the present alcohol policy at Trin-
ity.
The Dean of Students, Vice
President Tom Smith, Trinity Al-
cohol Awareness Program
(TAAP), the Student Government
Association, the Board of Fellows,
and the Faculty Committee on Col-
lege Affairs are all reconsidering
the present policy. The alcohol pol-
icy had been slated for regular re-
view this year but the recent
incidents, such as the Cave fight
of a few weeks ago, and the ensu-
ing public concern provided suffi-
cient impetus for these
organizations to preempt other
less-pressing concerns.
According to Paula Chu-Rich-
ardson, Assistant Dean of Stu-
dents, "there have been more
alcohol-related incidents this fall,"
than she has seen in the past six
years. Although she admits that
alcohol is not the only cause of the
recent incidents, she feels the wel-
fare of the Trinity community is
suffering from a lack of student
accountability. She emphasized the
"people make a choice for them-
selves and that development and
academic pressures are not a cause
for alcohol abuse, but an excuse."
In order to "create more of a
sense of choice," Dean Chu-Rich-
ardson has been, working with
Scott Evoy of TAAP to take some
positive steps towards rectifying
the present situation. Already in
the planning stages is an Alcohol
Awareness Week during which is
tenatively agreed TAAP will dis-
cuss the physiological effects of al-
cohol, the SGA will cover the
behavioral aspects of why people
drink, and the IFC will examine
the violent nature of some drunks.
Besides planning an alcohol
awareness seminar, Evoy has de-
veloped a survey of alcohol use
which he plans to give to a ran-
domly selected group of students
in the residential housing system.
The results of this survey will be
compared to a similar study con-
ducted in 1980.
As the head of TAAP, Evoy has
been comparing the alcohol poli-
cies at other New England col-
leges. Through his study and his
work with the Dean of Student's
Office, Evoy will make several rec-
ommendations to the SGA (he is
also a student representative at
large.) He suggests the number of
all campus parties be limited to two
per night and that there also be a
restriction on the number of kegs
available at each party.
To give party-goers more of a
TIM HOLLISTER, A
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE CORO
FOUNDATION, WILL BE AT THE
FACULTY CLUB ON WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER 15, 1986 AT 7:30 P.M. FOR
AN INFORMATION SESSION ON
THE "CORO FOUNDATION
FELLOWSHIP IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS,"
A 9-MONTH INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
CONDUCTED IN NEW YORK, ST.
LOUIS, SAN FRANCISCO, AND LOS
ANGELES, DESIGNED TO PROVIDE
LEADERSHIP TRAINING AND
FIRST-HAND EXPERIENCE TO
COLLEGE GRADUATES
INTERESTED IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS.
Coro Foundation
95 Madison Avenue, New York, New York 10016 • (212) 683-8841
STUDENT
LEADERS
Anyone interested in volunteering
the Regional NACA (National
Association of Campus Activities)
be at the Hartford Parkview Hilton
for
to
on
Nov. 12-15th please see Dean Pulver
for details, ext. 390.
choice of beverages, Evoy sug-
gests the policy be changed from
giving a donation at the door to
charging by the glass. Although
charging for each drink would re-
quire the organization throwing
the party to get a one day liquor
license, Evoy considers this an-
other possible way of limiting the
amount of alcohol consumed.
Many schools have a full-time al-
cohol advisor and others, such as
Holy Cross, strongly suggest that
the RAs be responsible for getting
those who drink too heavily to an
alcohol information session. Stu-
dent participation is not compul-
sory, however.
Tyler Vartenigian, President of
the SGA, hopes to have one or two
concrete recommendations to
bring to the administration by the
end of next week's meeting. Al-
though Vartenigian feels the past
few incidents are only partially due
to alcohol abuse, he emphasizes
that the drinking policy is not as
elastic as it should be (ie adaptable
to the changing environment at
Trinity) nor are the students as re-
sponsible as they need to be.
Consequently, he hopes to raise
the school consciousness level by
having a mandatory all campus
meeting including clubs, the
administration, faculty, the IFC,
and all interested students discuss
possible changes in the policy as
well as "repercussions that may
ensue."
Playing devil's advocate, Tyler
suggested at a recent SGA meet-
ing that the campus go dry for six
weeks. He says the proposal was
merely an attempt to get students
motivated and interested in the al-
cohol problem.
Vice President Smith, speaking
for the administration, feels that
Trinity's greatest concerns about
the present drinking policy are col-
lege laibility and maintaining a civil
community. He feels the students
have a greater capacity for respon-
sible action than they are pres-
ently demonstrating.
Consequently Smith has recom-
mended that both the Board of
Fellows and the Faculty Commit-
tee on College Affairs study the
alcohol policy at Trinity. He sug-
gests they do not try to enforce
alcohol education since he consid-
ers "alcohol like an automobile - it
is part of the equipment we use to
interact and conduct out social
life."
Nor does he recommend rigid
rules against drinking. He feels
school administrators should act
firmly against perpetrators of
drunken violence and vandalism,
but after last year's attempt to
control drinking at the football
games, Smith learned that it is
very difficult to limit the consump-
tion of alcohol. He prefers to focus
control efforts on the environment
where drinking actually occurs. He
noted that his greatest fear is
strenuous college alcohol regula-
tions wi!l force students to drink
off-campus and increase the chance
of accidents casued by drunk driv-
ing.
Dr. Randy Lee, head of the Col-
lege Affairs Committee, believes
that changing the alcohol policy is
the first step towards addressing
a greater problem of student intol-
erance he perceives at Trinity. He
hopes his committee can coordi-
nate a series of open meetings for
concerned faculty and students to
discuss the present alcohol-related
social problems. These meetings
will probably coincide with the Al-
cohol Awareness Week sponsored
by the Dean of Student's Office
and TAAP.
Lee believes that the present
problem is due to a lack of student
initiative and although a college
"can not teach students how to
drink, as an educational institiu-
tion it should provide moral lead-
ership which will allow for rational
choices."
Although both the College Af-
fairs Committee and the Fellows
will make recommendations on the
drinking policy, the ultimate deci-
sion in these matters resides with
President English and his admin-
istrative agents, Vice President
Smith and Dean Winer.
IFC Criticizes Security Requirement
by Sarah Milstein
Inter-Fraternity Council mem-
bers complained that Trinity Se-
curity guards have provided little
or no security at functions for
which the college requires they be
hired, following the IFC sponsored
"Oktoberfest" Party in the Cave
two Saturdays ago.
Current administration policy
makes mandatory the prescence of
one security guard for every sev-
enty-five people at parties or
dances. The fee, which the organi-
zation sponsoring the event must
pay, is eighty-five dollars per guard
for a maximum of four and a half
hours of work. This is the same
amount security guards are paid
for a normal seven hour shift.
The cost of the guards, which is
prohibitively high for some of the
smaller student organizations, is
seen as one of the big problems
with the security system as it ex-
ists now. The IFC suggested that
forty dollars per guard per nigh-
would be a more reasonable sum.
The price, however, is not the
major point of contention for mem-
bers of the IFC. They say that the
problem is rooted in what they per-
ceive as security guard unrespon-
siveness to the needs of the
ConnPIRG
Trinity College President James
F. English has declared Thursday,
October 16, 1986, World Food Day
here on campus. In conjunction
with the United Nations, Conn-
PIRG at Trinity will be sponsoring
many events throughout the, day
to help make students more aware
of the plight of world's hungry.
Half of the proceeds from World
Food Bay will go to help the ef-
forts of USA fur Africa, the other
half will be distributed amoung lo-
cal charities.
Some of the events ConnPIRG
will be sponsoring:
* A World Food Day Teach-in.
Fifteen professors have agreed to
donate class lecture time Thursday
to discuss work! hunger and pos-
sible solutions. Students are en-
couraged to ask other professors
to particiapte.
* Alternative Third World
Meals. Two of the five dishes
served at both lunch and dinner
Thursday in the dining hall will be
"third world" meals, designed to
show students the average diet of
a third-world person. In addition,
several RA's are coordinating a
"third-world pot-luck dinner" for .
students who live in cooking units.
Several fraternities are also con-
sidering serving third world meals
for dinner, Thursday.
* ConnPIRG will set up educa-
tion tables outside of'SAGA with
information about helping atop
world hunger, (Mam America
Day, and other PIRG Hunger
Committee projects such as the
soup kiteben, the food salvage pro-
gram, and a food stamp study.
Feed the Hungry buttons will also
be for sale.
* World Hunger Party at Psi-U.
The day will close with a Hunger
benefit party at the fraternity. All
proceeds from the event will be
used to help the Hunger Cam-
paign.
ConnPIRG wishes to thank all
campus organizations who have
given their time- to make this day
happen.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Because of an
editing error in last week's
ConnPIRG column , about voter
registration, the contribution of
the Young Democrats Club to the
coordination of the event was in-
advertently omitted. The Young
Democrats were major organiz-
ers of the event.
fraternal community. Ideally, the
fraternities would like the security
guards to assist in keeping a reg-
ulated flow in and out of parties.
Unfortunately, the security guards
are well aware that the people and
organizations who hire them do
not, in fact, have any control over
them. This leads to a lack of incen-
tive for the guards to carry out
their duties in a proper manner,
IFC members say.
Less than adequate behavior on
the part of security guards was
demonstrated a t . the iFC-spon-
sored Cave dance on October 4.
The attendance of three security
guards was required by the col-
lege. Of the three security guards
scheduled to work the party, one
did not show up at all and one ar-
rived nearly two hours late. At this
time, it remains unclear whether
or not those two guards will be
paid.
Members of the IFC have come
up with several plans to improve
the situation. While many IFC
members make it clear they would
like to see the security guard re-
quirement eliminated, they indi-
cated they are willing to
compromise with the college. To
make the guards more responsive
to the needs of the dance sponors
they suggest letting the sponsor
choose the exactly which guard(s)
they want to work at their event.
Currently, event sponsors have no
say in staffing or oversight of
guards assigned to their event..
One action the IFC has already
taken was to ask the head of se-
curity, Janiece Stewart, for writ-
ten statement of the security
guards' responsibilities. Although
both the IFC and Vice President
Thomas A. Smith have requested
such a document, neither has re-
ceived one. Ms. Stewart was not
available for comment.
The IFC will be meeting with
Dean Winer on Tuesday, Octoher
14 to discuss the issue of the se-
curity guard problem.
• r
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Tuesday:
The third installment in the pub-
lic lecture series.Religon and
Public Life: International Per-
spectives, will take place on Octo-
ber 14 at 7:30 P.M. and will center
its influence on the United States.
Guest lecturers include James Mel-
vin Washington, a professor of
Church History at Union Theolog-
ical Seminary and William Mc-
Kinney, Director of Educational
Programs of Religion and Society,
Hartford Seminary. AH install-
ments of the series will be held at
the Hartford Seminary, which is
located on 77 Sherman St. in Hart-
ford. The sponsorship of the lec-
ture series is the unified effort of
Hartford Seminary, Trinity Col-
lege, the University of Hartford,
and Saint Joseph College and its
funding comes from the Connecti-
cut Humanities Council and the
Hartford Consortium for Higher
Education. For further informa-
tion, please call the Seminary at
232-4451.
Wednesday:
There is a meeting for all seniors
interested in working on the Class
Committee at 7:00 P.M. in the Al-
umni Office , located at 79 Vernon
Street next to Psi-U. Bring sug-
gestions, questions, and fundrais-
ing ideas. If you are interested but
unable to attend, please contact
either Missy Bronzino or Kevin
Smith.
The Trinity Newman Club will
be holding a meeting at 7:30 P.M.
on October 16. Plans for future
Club sponsored events and family
relationships will be discussed. In-
terested students are encouraged
to attend.
Thursday:
For Your
Information:
Clement Chemistry Laboratory
and the Connecticut Valley Sec-
tion of the American Chemical So-
ciety will observe their mutual
anniversaries on Saturday, No-
vember 1. The afternoon program
will include a lecture demonstra-
tion entitled I Intend to Instruct
You in a Science Full of Interest,
Wonder and Beauty by Ronald I.
Perkins, who is a senior chemistry
teacher at Greenwich High School
and recipient of the 1986 James
Bryant Conant Award in High
School Chemistry Teaching and a
panel discussion on Industrial
Chemistry in the Connecticut
Valley by representatives from"
The Dexter Corporation, Ensign-
Bickford Industries, Inc., Loctite
Corporation, Monsanto Corpora-
tion and The Stanley Works. An
award luncheon featuring the pre-
sentation of the first Connecticut
Valley Section Award outstanding
member will also be held in the
Washington Room. For more in-
formation, call Dr. Ralph O. Moyer,
Jr., chairman of chemistry at Tri-
nilty, at 527-3151, ext. 328.
The Voluntary Action Center for
the Capitol Region Inc. is looking
for someone interested in helping
with their weekly water program
for people with multiple sclerosis.
The aide would assist in and out of
the pool and with water activities.
If interested, please call the Cen-
ter at 247-2580.
Physical Education Second
Quarter Registration will be held
on October 14 and 15. You may
register at Eerris Athletic Center
in Robin Sheppard's office, Room
202, between the hours of 10:00
A.M. and 2:00 P.M. only. Second
Quarter begins on October 16 and
17 prior to Open Period.
Interested in earning a free
Spring Break vacation in Fort
Lauderdale or the Bahamas? All
students seriously interested in be-
coming a campus representative
may get into contact with Colle-
giate Marketing and Communica-
tions, Inc. by calling 1-800-87-
BEACH.
The Great Teddy Bear Jamboree
Show and Sale will take place this
year on October 18 and 19 at East-
ern High School in Bristol, CT. The
event is sponsored by the Friends
of the Bristol Senior Center and
runs from 10:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.
on both days. For more informa-
tion, please call 584-7895.
The third segment of the Wom-
en's Center Lunch Series is Octo-
ber 14. This week's lecture, which
will be held from 12:30 P.M. to
1:30 P.M. on Tuesday in the Wom-
en's Center, will be given by Na-
talia Roklina, a visiting instructor
in Modern Languages, and is titled
The Emigree Experience of a
Russian Woman.
We fi'atuiv G M cars
like this Ponriai' Grand Ani.
Students Rate
You're number one with
Nationai! You can rent a car if
you're 18 or older, have a valid
driver's license; current student
I.D. and a cash deposit. Stop by
and fill out a short cash qualifi-
cation form at least 24-hours in
advance.
You pay for gas used and return
car to renting location. Most
major credit cards accepted.
Notfdiscoun table rate applies toPontiac
Grand Am or similar-size car and is subject
to chungf without notice. Rates slightly
lower for drivers over 25. Specific cars
subject to availability. Certain daily
miniinums apply. Weekend rate available
from noon Thursday to Monday. Call for
details.
$ 2995PER DAYWEEKENDS
100 miles per day included.
Additional mileage 20c per mile.
A T National Car Rental
Trinity deserves National attention.®
598 Asylum Ave. (Hartford)
549-5850
®
Dr. Peter Kaufman, a member
of the Trinity Class of 1968 and
Professor of Religion at the Uni-
versity of North Carolina, will give
a lecture on October 16 titled
Thomas More's Monster: Hu-
manist Spirituality and Renais-
sance Reaction at 70 Vernon St.,
at 4:00 P.M. The lecture is being
sponsored by the Religion Depart-
ment.
The History department and the
American Studies Program will
present Glenn Gordinier in a pre-
sentation entitled The Life' and
Times of Josiah Gardner, 19th
Century Seaman on October 16 in
the Faculty Club from 7:00 P.M.
to 9:30 P.M.
Personals:
M.M.,
J-6, Hit! You sank my battle-
ships, a twin presidental killing.
HELP WANTED
Cashiers part to full time
employment — all shifts.
Starting wage $4.00-plus,
depending shift and experi-
ence.
CHCICKY'S COilNTRY
STORE
145 NEW BRITAIN AVE.
724-0763
Dependable people are needed.
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The location of the annual Town/
Gown Forum lecture series, to be
held on four successive Tuesdays
from October 21 to November 11,
has been changed to the Goodwin
Theatre of Austin Arts Center.
Roman Catholic Mass is cele-
brated every Wednesday at 5:00
P.M. in the Crypt Chapel and on
Sunday at 12:00 P.M.
CINEMATHEQUE
lundi 27 octobre:
PAULINE A LA PLAGE
lundi 10 novembre:
LA NUIT DE VARENNES
lundi 24 novembre:
LE ROI DE COEUR
lundi 8 decembre:
DIVA
7 p.m. Seabury 9-17
Trinity Christian Fellowship will
hold a weekly meeting on October
17. Interested students are invited
to come and see what we are all
about. All meetings are held on
Friday evenings from 7:00 P.M. to
9:00 P.M. in Seabury 19.
The October 25 Trinity Women's
Varsity Soccer game against
Westfield State has been resched-
uled from 11:00 A.M. to 10:00 A.M.
at Westfield.
Harold L. Vaughan of West
Hartford died on September 14 in
Littleton, N.H. A retired police of-
ficer, he was manager of the Trin-
ity post office for several years,
retiring in 1982. His daughter,
Mary, works in the Trinity post
office. He also leaves a son and
another daughter, his mother, two
sisters, and four grandchildren.
Memorial donations may be made
to the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
of Connecticut Inc.
Cinestudio Weekly Schedule
Wednesday through Saturday
My Beautiful Launderette
Swann in Love
Sunday through Tuesday
Kaos
7:30
9:20
7:30
ALCOHOL AWARENESS
Anyone interested Iri ':p
0^
,
VIRGIL'S AUTO SERVICE
Broad Street at Allen Place
(One Block From Trinity College)
Expert Car Repairs On AH Makes
FREE Estimates
Open 7:00 a.m. — 6:00 p.m. Tel. 246-0055
MOVIES:
Showcase Cinemas, Silver Lane, E. Hartford
568-8810
Deadly Friend: 12:30, 2:30, 4:30, 7:20, 9:30.
Crocodile Dundee: 1:30, 3:20, 5:10, 7:30, 9:45.
Jumpin1 Jack Flash: 12:35, 3:00, 5:15, 7:45, 9:55.
That's Life: 12:45, 2:50, 4:55, 7:25, 9:25.
Avenging Force: 12:40, 2:45, 4:45, 7:15, 9:30.
Top Gun: 12:30, 2:40, 4:50, 7:10, 9:20.
Children of a Lesser God: 1:00, 4:00, 7:05, 9:35.
Stand By Me: 1:15, 3:10, 5:00, 7:40, 10:00.
Tough Guys: 12:45, 2:50, 4:55, 7:25, 9:25.
Cinema City Brainard Rd. & 1-91 549-0030
Down By Law: 2:10, 4:30, 7:30, 9:50.
Tom Goes to the Bar: 2:10, 4:30, 7:30, 9:50.
Summer: 2:20, 4:40, 7:10, 9:30.
Peggy Sue Got Married: 1:50, 4:10, 7:00, .9:20.
Men...: 2:00, 4:20, 7:20, 9:45.
Elm 1 & 2, E l m w o o d 232-2820
Nothing in Common: 2:00, 4:15, 7:00, 9:30.
Aliens: 2:00, 4:15, 7:00, 9:30.
Eastwood Pub & Cinema: 528-5015
Nothing In Common (PG): 7:15, 9:30.
Cinestudio Trinity College
($2.50 for double feature, $2.00 with college I.D.)
Wed. Oct. 15-Oct. 18:
My Beautiful Laundrette (R)
Swann In Love (R)
Sun. Oct. 19-Oct. 21:
Kaos(R)
7:30
9:20
7:30
Hartford Arts Calendar
UPCOMING CULTURAL EVENTS:
'Indicates a children's event
Poetry:
Wed. Oct. 22: Wednesday Noon Repertory Series: Poet Peter Ganick, Center Church, 60 Gold St.,
Htfd. 12:15 PM $3.00 with lunch (Reservations needed by
$1.50 without lunch Tuesday, Oct. 21) 249-5631
Music:
Wed. Oct. 15: Wednesday Noon Repertory Series: Pianist Khursted Rastomji, Center Church, 12:15 PM
(see details above)
Sat. Oct. 18: Kathak Dance, featuring Janaki Patrik (Indian Dancer)
Wallace Stevens Theatre, The Hartford Group, 690 Asylum Ave. 7 PM
Ticket Prices: $10, reserved seats
$ 6, other seats Children 6-12, Vt price
$4, students ADVANCED BOOKING RECOMMENDED
$15, special seats, (ltd)
Oct. 18: Soni Fidelis Quintet: "A Reicha Perspective", Wadsworth Atheneum, 8 PM. FREE.
*Oct. 18, 25: "Welcome Bach!" A Musical Event for Children: Oct. 18, ages 4-7
Wadsworth Atheneum, 1:30 PM Oct. 25, ages 8-12
Preregistration necessary — $4 non-members $3 members 278-2670
Sun. Oct. 19: UConn Chamber Players, Wadsworth Atheneum, 1:30 PM. FREE.
Sun. Oct. 19: Real Art Ways Presents The David Murray Big Band, Hartford Holiday Inn.
7 PM, Admlsion $9 non-members $8 members. 525-5521
Fri. Oct. 24: Spyro Gyra, Chick Corea Electric Band, Palace Performing Arts Center, New Haven.
8 PM, Tickets: $15.50, $13.50.
Sun. Oct. 26: Winner's Circle Series: Pianist Jeffrey Kahane, Bushnell Memorial Auditorium
2:30 PM. Tickets $12.50 246-6807
(Champagne reception to follow performance) 527-3123
Tues. Oct. 28: Harpsichord in Company: Robert Edward Smith, with Sandra Gerster, oboe.
Trinity College Chapel, 8:15 PM. $5.00 Admission
$3.00 Students
FREE with Trinity ID.
Performance and Theatre:
Oct. 15-16: Bushel! Children's Theatre: "Merlin", Bushnell Memorial Hall, Htfd.
Performance Times: Oct. 15,10 AM & 12:15 PM
Oct. 16, 10 AM
Admission $4 246-6807
(Oct. 2)-0ct. 17: Tennessee Williams' "Night of the Iguana", Hartman Theatre Co., Hartford.
Sat. Oct. 18: David Brenner, Regis Phllbin, Palace Performing Arts Center, New Haven.
7:30 PM, 10:00 PM. Tickets: $16.50, $14.50
Sun. Oct. 19: Andreas Vollenweider, Palace, New Haven
8 PM, Tickets: $16.50, $14.50
Sun. Oct. 26: Robb Goldstein — Songs and Storytelling, Wadsworth Atheneum, 3 PM. FREE.
Oct. 28-Nov. 2: Camelot, starring Richard Harris, Bushnell Memorial Hall,
Performance Times: Oct. 28- Nov. 2: 8 PM
Nov. 1-2: 2 PM matinee
Tickets: range from $11-$25 246-6807
Dance:
Thurs. Oct. 16: Nusha Mattynuk/Carter McAdams; Partners Dance, Seabury 47, 7:30 PM. FREE.
Exhibits
(Sept. 19)-0ct. 17: Howard Finster Paintings — Real Art Ways, 94 Allyn St., Htfd:
10 AM-5 PM. Mon.-Fri. FREE (203) 525-5521.
(Sept. 19)-0ct. 17: Sal Scalora Collages, Real Art Ways, see details above; FREE.
(Sept. 19)-Dec. 19: Patty McCabe Window Installations: "An Exercise to See More Clearly" RAW.
see details above; FREE
(Sun. Sept. 28)-Oct. 26: Chris Page Paintings — Zone Art Center, 395 Dwight St., Springfield, MA.
Thurs. 6-8 p.m., Frl.-Sun. 12-5 p.m., FREE (431) 732-1995
(Sun. Sept. 28)-Oct. 26: "Flat Work" — Zone Art Center :
see details above; FREE
(Sun. Sept. 28)-Oct. 26: Bill Meyers, "Neon Installations" — Zone Art Center
see.details above; FREE
(Sept. 6)-Jan. 11, 1987: Da Vinci Inventions — Lions Gallery, Wadsworth Atheneum
1 a.m.-5 PM. Tues.-Sun. FREE (203) 278-2670
(Mon. Sept. 29)-Oct. 17: Elizabeth Tracy Paintings, "Looking Back to Look Ahead"
Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Center, 1 PM-5 PM, FREE
(Oct. 27)-Nov. 25: George F. McMurray Collection, Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Center. 1-5 PM. FREE
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As declared fey the United Nations:
World Y
Thursday, October 16,1986
• WorldFood'Day>r "Teach-In"— ^
Alternative Third World Meals - in
W ptwjntip* *i'*j dorms i,'tl fr*
Education Tables -
World Hunger Party atPSI U -
fft «K«f cfhtr
ktom.
A project of Trinity-Conn PIRG as part of the National Student Campaign
Against Hunger. Special thanks to the members of the Trinity community
who helped to make this day happen. To get involved in the fight to prevent
hunger, call PIRG at 247-2735 or put a note in Box 6000.
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Arts & Entertainment
Spring Awakening Captivates Austin Audience
by Dana Skinger
Tripod Staff Writer
Youthful innocence, sexuality,
love, wisdom, life, and death: these
are the elements of Spring Awak-
ening, an unusual play performed
by the Department of Theatre and
Dance October.9-12. The play was
written in 1891, first staged in
1906, hut was banned from public
performance in England until
1963. Frank Wedekind, the play's
creator, was a journalist, cabaret
performer, satirist, convict, and
actor, as well as the author of 21
other plays.
Starting on a playful note, the
show first introduces the main
characters, a group of typical late
nineteenth-century adolescents.
The boys rough-house, challenge
each other on intellectual ques-
tions,(such as whether or not one
will pass to the next grade), and
depart to the call of homework.
Two friends, Melchior and Moritz,
played by Timothy Birnschiem and
Marcello Apolito respectively, talk
about their ideas on sex, which
Melchior is proud to know much
about.
The girls, Martha and Thea,
played by Mellisa Bannister and
Avis Hatcher, gossip and ex-
change their ideas about their fu-
ture families. Curiosity about the
opposite sex and conteplation of
adulthood are portrayed in these
conversations between friends.
The young male characters are
always in conflict between the ri-
gors of schoolwork and the bigger,
more fascinating concerns of life.
Moritz, who does poorly in school,
swears he will kill himself if he
fails. At least his curiosity about
sex is satisfied when Melchior of-
fers to give him a written expla-
nation of his knowledge on the
subject.
The role of parents and authori-
ties is one central theme of Spring
Awakening. Had Wendla's
mother,well played by Debbie
White , told her all of the facts
of life instead of skirting the issue,
Wendla may never have come
down with her eventually fata!
"anemia"(Wendla mistook her
pregnancy for anemia) of which
Melchior was the father.
Had Moritz's parents and teach-
ers not been so strict about his
grades, he may not have been so
driven to kill himself for being an
academic failure. Had the school
authorities not been such the pu-
ritanical, overly moralistic prudes
they were characterized to be,
Melchior may not have been sent
to reform school after the discov-
ery and confiscation of his morally
corrupt letter to Moritz. One can
see that the innocence of youth can
be, paradoxically, both nourished
and punished by adult authorities.
Everything "wrong" done by the
young characters is done out of in-
nocence. When Moritz kills himself
in his youth, he preserves his own
innocence. Melchior, on the other
hand, chooses the path of wisdom
and adulthood.
After escaping from the refor-
matory, Melchior runs into an ap-
parition of his dead friend Moritz
in the graveyard. As Moritz,
dressed in black, holds out his hand
and invites Melchior to join him in
eternity, another figure, a wise,
sarcastic man dressed in white, en-
tices Melchior to stay and learn
"everything" the man can teach
him about life. Melchior chosea to
go with the character in white, as
his friend finally agrees that that
is the best choice.
Innocence, then, has suceombed
to the wisdom of life. It is open to
question as to whom exactly the
man in white represents, although
his cloven hooves may give a clue.
Spring Awakening raises the
concerns of adolescence and takes
them to their most absurd limits;
it explores the results of coming
into adulthood unprepared. Sex-
uality is used as a media to explore
and elucidate some of the most
fundamental questions of life and
death. The meaning of the play can
be interpreted many different
ways, depending upon the individ-
ual viewer.
Superbly performed in front of a
large audience in the Goodwin
Theatre, Spring Awakening drew
a healthy round of applause and
left its viewers slightly bewil-
dered. Whimsical, charming, and
thought-provoking, Spring Awak-
ening proved to be an outstanding
and memorable night of theatre.
Go easy on your heart and start cutting
back on foods that are high in saturated
fat and cholesterol. The change'll do
you good.
W American Heart Association
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE
Photo by Meryl Levin
Jessica Cushman and Mark Palladino share a serious moment as Frau
and Herr Gabor in Spring Awakening, written by Frank Wedekind and
directed by Lenora Champagne. The play was presented at Austin Arts
Center this past weekend.
Real Art Ways Presents New Artists
by Bob Markee
Tripod Staff Writer
Photo by Meryl Levin
Timothy Birnschiem contemplates as Melchior, a youth, and one of the
main characters in this weekend's production of Spring Awakening.
iNext time you feed your face,
think about your heart.
Real Art Ways is "not a mu-
seum...we're not interested in the
presentation of past art", accord-
ing to Joseph Celli of the Hartford
based organization.However, this
begs the question: what then is
Real Arts Ways? According to
Celli, "We're more concerned with
the processes and evolution of art
itself. Real Art Ways was founded
by artists themselves, nearly 12
years ago, and it is more inter-
ested in the art of the future. The
art which represents the society
today, but will redefine the culture
for tomorrow."
Real Art Ways was conceived in
1975 as a study, work, and living
space for a few young artists. Since
then, while other experimental
projects in Hartford have risen and
fallen, it has flourished into one of
the three or four largest contem-
porary arts centers of its kind. As
Celli said, it is not a museum.
Rather, it is a place where the art-
ists of today, who are just begin-
ning their work, can have their
work viewed by the public.
Real Art Ways has divided the
types of art it handles into five
groups: music, video, visual arts,
poetry, and cinema. They have
sponsored and helped some of the
most famous contemporary artists
of our time, such as Laurie Ander-
son, Philip Glass, Cindi Sherman
and more, and they have repre-
sented video artists who have de-
veloped and pioneered video
graphics and music video style.
Next week, Real Arts Ways will
be promoting a concert by David
Murrey, a jazz player whom Down
Beat magazine gave seven awards
this year for his work.
Even more importantly for Trin-
ity, there were two performers
from Real Arts Ways who were
here last Thursday ami Friday, The
Dark Bob and Michael Peppe, re-
spectively, who gave Master
classes in dance before giving their
own performances at Real Arts
Ways.
According to Celli, in the course
of a year, the project has from 120
to 140 artists-in-residence, some of
whom stay for a single night or
even for one to two weeks. All of
these artists are completely auton-
omous, while Real Art Ways sim-
ply gives them a place to work
freely. Celli himself said that he
"philosophically believes in artists
being in complete control of their
work. Real Art Ways was created
because if there is no place for the
artists to have that autonomy al-
ready, then it should be created."
Joseph Celli sees art as an or-
ganized process, constantly chang-
ing. According to him, Real Art
Ways is the perfect place to see
those changes happening. Celli
said,"I had the sad experience once
of meeting a music composition
major from Trinity who had never
been to Real Art Ways. That
meant that over his four years
there, he had missed from 120 to
150 concerts by contemporary
composers. If an arts or music ma-
jor is to truly say he knows art, he
must know whats happening now.
If a Trinity student of the arts does
not make it to Real Art Ways, dur-
ing his time there, he has not made
full use of his education."
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World Outlook
The Russians Blinked
by Matthew G. Miller
Tripod Staff Writer
The situation that has unfolded
in the last few weeks concerning
Nicholas Daniloff has led to some
interesting political quirks.
President Reagan has been
harshly criticized about his han-
dling of the whole affair. That in
itself is not unusual. But the direc-
tion, of the criticism, considering
where it is coming from is highly
unusual. Reagan.is being criticized
for being too '.soft on the Soviets by
negotiating for Mr. Daniloffs re-
lease. This criticism is not coming
merely from the right, but from
the left of the political spectrum as
well.
Yes, these are the same liberals
who insisted we negotiate with
Khadafy and his Libyan cohorts.as
well as the former Marxist govern-
ment in Grenada. One gets the
feeling that our,President can do
no right in the eyes of the Kenn-
nedys, Metzenbaums, and O'Neills
of this world.
But let us pause again; perhaps
Mr. Reagan did make a mistake in
negotiating for Mr. Daniloff's re-
lease. The facts must be explored
and analysed.
Pact #1 Nicholas Daniloff ws
not a spy. As a matter of fact, Dan-
iloff was preparing to depart the
Soviet Union for a leave of absence
from his job as Moscow corre-
spondent for U.S. News & World
Report . In the weeks preceding
his arrest, he had been hounded by
one of his Soviet contacts for a
meeting. Daniloff had postponed
the meet time and time again. He
finally gave in and agreed to meet
with "Misha", in order to receive
what he believed to be old news-
paper clippings. As he ws handed
the incriminating envelope, he
gave Misha two Stephen King nov-
els as a going away present.
Hardly the. payment a spy would
expect. As Misha left, Daniloff was
arrested by eight KGB agents who
were positioned nearby.
Fact #2 Gennadi Zakharov was
almost assuredly a spy. His arrest,
for obtaining classified meterials
which he had specifically re-
quested, culminated a three year
F.B.I, investigation. His contact, a
Guyanan student indentified only
as C.S. was paid $1000 in cash.
Fact #3 Daniloff had almost
been a victim of a previous setup.
A Jewish dissident, in 1984, was
offered an exit visa if he passed
Daniloff incriminating material.
He refused, and his exit visa was
revoked. U.S. journalists have
been routinely harassed in the So-
viet Union. There phones and ears
have been bugged. They and their
families are routinely followed, and
all of their meetings recorded.
Fact #4 The Soviet Union has a
U.N. staff four times as large, as
any other country. One wonders
why.
Other strange things happened.
Immediately after Daniloff was ar-
rested, a poll showed that the ma-
jority of Americans believed that
there was a "strong possibility"
that Daniloff was a spy. That is
rather disturbing since the only in-
formation had come directly from
the Soviets. But, then, surprise,
surprise, America united behind
Mr. Daniloff. The press as well as
Congress united behind Micholas
Daniloff as more and more of the
facts came to light.
As it became more obvious that
Danilofff was not a spy, and that
Mr. Zakharov was, people became
more adament that a one-for-one
swap was unacceptable. It was ar-
gued that negotiations were no the
answer, that we should simply de-
mand the reporter's release.
I would like to inquire as to what
we should , have done instead.
Should Reagan have waited, and
let Mr. Daniloff rot in Lefortovo
Prison, one of the world's most in-
famous houses of detention?
Should we threaten to nuke a ran-
dom Soviet city every week until
Daniloff's release?
Reagan really had no choice but
to negotiate. But one must remem-
ber that negotiate does not mean
capitulate. The spy "swap" was
hardly a one-for-one deal. The deal
was as follows: 1. Daniloff was
freed. 2. Zakharov pleaded no con-
test to his espionage charges and
was released 24 hours later. 3. Two
prominent Russian dissidents were
freed. 4. 25 Russians were de-
ported from the Soviet U.N. staff.
5. 24 American diplomats rumored
to be on a deportation list were
permitted to stay,
A one-for-one swap it was not.
President Reagan stated that the
Russians blinked. They did. Presi-
dent Reagan's negotiating was not
a sign of weakness. It was merely
a sign of Mr. Reagan once again
prevailing against a multitude of
opposing circumstances.
And there were some who
thought he was being too weak.
Wrong.
Time for a Policy Change
by Peter A. Schwartzman
Staff Writer
United States Policy in Central
America has been the same for the
last 200 years and yet it has not
achieved its goal. Central America
is Still not stable or completejy pro:
U.S., though it is definitely domi-
nated by the United $ta£es. There
have been no changes In the ideol-
ogy of our policy since its inception •
by President James Monroe in the
early 19th century. The"'Monroe
Doctraje stated that no European
p'ower'would be allowed to.4n£er-
venetfn tb,e*aifrairs of a country in
the Western Hemisphere. A lib-
eral translation' of this doctrine
would be that"for reasons of na-
tional security, no .outside power is
to intervene militarily in the af-
fairs of any natron in thr* area.
President Moiirde was, perhaps,
the country's first national secu-
rity advisor. A hundred years lale*>
President Teddy Roosevelt issued
his version of the Doctrine in* his
Corollary which stated, "not only
•would the United States prohibit
non*Amirkan intervention in
Latin American affairs but it
"would police the "area .and guaran-
tee these nations met'their inter-
national obligations.". These
doctrines have become the corner-
stones of American Foreign Policy
is tbi region,
. Ih 1986, .the United- States is
ftiny involved with the affairs of
iwo central American nations —
Nicaragua arid El Salvador. The
U.S. has been aiding the Gontras
in Nicaragua for quite a while and
it hjs not accomplished anything.
It is time for the administration to
look at- the history hooks. The
present policy is no different than
the past policy. The U.S. actions
are right in line with the tenets put
forth by the Monroe Doctrine and
the Rooseyelt Corollary. The
United States appears to be trap-
pediike a runawdy. train, it cannot
move right of left%ily forward on
its present course. However, in de-
fense of the United States, no one
has thought of anything better.
The dilemma involves the irrecon-
cilability of U.S..desire for democ-
racy and stablity with the innate
political insolvency and education-
ally backward nature of the third
world. In the future" the United
-Staes will have to adapt its policy,
it bas lived and died with it for too
long.
The policy of military and eco-
On Humanizing Our Prison System
by Eddie Paquette
Tripod Staff Writer
The most pressing problem fac-
ing American society in the 1980's
is the condition of this nation's
prison system. At the risk of
sounding melodramatic, I daresay
that the savagery and degradation
in America's prisons rival that of
Hitler's death camps and Gulag in-
ternment centers.
The federal government, state
governments and prison officials
have lost control of events within
the prison system. This condition
of anarchy which reigns supreme
in our prisons has lead to the for-
mation of gangs within the prison
walls. This, in turn, has spawned
racism, ethnic prejudice and the
most brutal gang warfare imagine-
able. It is no wonder that tens of
thousands of prisoners develop se-
vere emotional and psychological
disorders. The most common of
these is post traumatic stress dis-
order. This develops as a result of
living under extremely tense,
prerssure-filled, life-threatening
situations.
Just how can this "hell-like" at-
mosphere be changed? Since many
of the problems in the prisons to-
day are the result of overcrowd-
ing, the logical solution is the
construction of more prisons. This
is a small but neccesary first step
on the road to enlightened prison
reform. Politicians and taxpayers
alike argue that this idea is simply
too expensive to implement.
This attitude is indicative of
where American society stands on
the question of prison reform.
After all, this is the era of tougher
prison sentences, more capital
punishment and no leniency for
criminals. What many Americans
fail to see is that given the ex-
treme overcrowding, more crimi-
nals cannot be sent to prison to
serve longer sentences. In fact,
just the opposite is true. Many
prisoners who would not normally
be parolled are set free in order to
make room for more prisoners.
These parolees, who have become
so dehumanized while serving
time, are thrown back onto the
streets with no occupational skills,
no sense of social responsibility and
a very low sense of self-esteem.
The result is a return to a life of
crime. This is a vicious circle which
has become an established part of
the American criminal system.
Thus, it is in the best interest of
the taxpayer to support the con-
struction of more prisons. More
prisons will set the stage for seri-
ous prison reform.
When a prisoner is incarcerated,
he is stripped of any sense of indi-
viduality and self-esteem which he
may possess. Each day spent be-
hind bars hardens the prisoner and
serves to further strip him of any
humane feelings which he may
have. The constant threat of phys-
ical, emotional and sexual abuse
turn the occupants of our prisons
into desperate, crazed men. As a
result, these men leave prison with
more criminal tendencies than they
had when they entered.
It is essential that programs be
developed to instill in prisoners a
sense of moral values, as well as,
a sense of self-esteem. Prisoners
should be given ample opportuni-
ties to grow intellectually, spiritu-
ally and emotionally. One way in
which this goal could be achieved
is through an extensive teaching
program in the prisons. Occupants
would be required to take aca-
demic and technical courses. In ad-
dition, a job-training program
could be developed within the pris-
ons. The benefits of such an exten-
sive program would be far
reaching. First of all, prisoners
would develop a sense of pride
through their rapid attainment of
knowledge. No longer would they
feel inferior and thus feel a need
to prove their worth through vio-
lent activity. On the practical side,
prisoners who are kept engaged in
healthy activities will have less
time to plan gang wars and terror
campaigns within the prisons.
Most important is the fact that the
prisoners will have a sense of hope
for the future. They will be leaving
prison with an abundance of
knowledge and skills with which
they did not enter. They will fi-
nally be able to realize all of the
opportunities which await them
upon their release.
True reform does not end upon
the prisoner's release from jail. .
Close monitoring of all released
prisoners and the availability of
counselling for those who need it
are essential elements of success-
ful prisoner reform.
Why is prison reform neccesary?
Why should the American people
be concerned with the well-being
of those deviants who have vio-
lated the sacred laws of our na-
tion? The rights of those who have
violated the laws of our nation are
protected by the same documents
which guarantee the rights of law-
abiding citizens. Any human being
who is subjected to live under the
conditions which exist in Ameri-
ca's prisons today is clearly not re-
ceiving the basic dignity which
should be afforded all people. Since
America has set such high stan-
dards for itself on paper, it has an
obligation to live up to these stan-
dards.
Finally, the guiding principles in
the attempt to humanize Ameri-
ca's prison system must always be
compassion and concern for the
prisoners.
nomic penetration and strangula-
tion is no longer effective in
dealing with these nations. The
United States must try-to start
from the bottom up with the peo-
ple. Improvements in education,
living conditions and national out-
look amongst these people vjill fur-
ther the cause of democracy. The
democratic system is too compli-
cated in theory and practice in or-
der for these fledgeling nations to
easily make the necessary transi-
tion. Simply enough, they have not
been 'modern' tomg enough^to de-
velop the necessary traditions that-
promote democratic institutions.
The policymakers' must keep in
. mind that the people only know
the oppression of the radical Left
and Right Wing governments that
proliferate in the area. A system'
ofgovernment peedsitqbe devised
that (Jan help these nations to make
the transition from, -totalitarian
quagmire to a modern liberal gov-
. eminent, . ' ;
The U.S. policy in Nicauragua is
evidence that we have not aban-
donded the policies of the past. Aid
to Nicaragua is accomplishing
nothing - it just perpuates war,
instability and human suffering.
These conditions foster the growth
of Marxist-Leninist "revolutions. In
El Salvador, President Jose Na-
pe-lean" Duarte's government is '
completed maintained by the
United States. The support for his
country should be- shifted away
from the- top' and moved towards
the Bottom (the peopk); El Salva-
dor will have.to be made economi-
-cally stable -'(the common people
especially) in" order for him and his
government Jp ju rv iv s , . . . . . . , - .'
There is no question in my mind
that these areas cannot, fall into
the hands of anti-American gov-
ernments. For valid reasons of na-
tional security the area must be
controlled by the. United States.
However, there has to be an effort
made to improve the conditions in
. this area. The.history of our policy
should no longer be-the excuse for
the sorry state of Central Amer-
. iea. No Soviet penetration should
ever be allowed in this area, except
for.carefully monitored diplomatic
and economic relations. The tran-
sition of Central America will con-
tinue and the degree to which-it is
successful and smooth will be up
to the U.S.. The Monroe Doctrine
and the Roosevelt Corollary have
given us th.e self inflicted respon*
sibiliy and we must live up,to it in
olie- . way -. or another* -• •
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Feature Focus
by Chip Rhodes
The following is an excerpt from
a soon to be released hook entitled
Notes From the Big House: My
Ordeal Behind Bars utritten by a
certain Trinity student who com-
mitted a heinous and vile crime
against humanity. In this excerpt
the criminal (His name is Adam if
you're curious) describes his an-
quish, guilt, and finally i-epentance
while given time to reflect on his
crime. In the process he illumi-
nates the metaphysical suffering
one experiences when confronted
with man's miserable and unequi-
vocal depravity.
After the degradation of being
booked and strip searched — dur-
ing which I'm almost certain I
heard the arresting officer giggle
— I was led down a corridor pass-
ing cells from which jeers and
questions of my sexuality were
hurled. I felt like I was being lead
into the bowels of humanity,
Dante's Inferno that kind of stuff.
"Make me your queen," one pris-
oner suggested.
They had taken my belt away so
suicide was out of the question.
We arrived at our destination:
the Holding Tank. Surrounded by
a sea of hardened and sullen faces,
I retreated to a unobtrusive cor-
ner, hearing the cell door slam on
my life in the outside world. My
conscience was assailed from
within. What had I done? I de-
spised myself, feeling like a husk
of my former self. .Looking around
me, I felt a kinship with these way-
ward souls. Like me, they were
victims of society. I approached a
hulking gentleman who sat by him-
self nearby.
"How are you?" I asked conge-
nially.
He glared at me out of squinted
bloodshot eyes. "What?"
"I just want you to know that I
empathize. You just haven't had
the advantages in life that others
have had. You just need someone
to put a paternal arm around you
and say 'I care.'" I did so.
"Get your goddman hands off me
before I stick my hand down your
throat and pull your heart out,"
he said flatly. I did so.
I walked back to my seat feeling
terrible. What was it that Socrates
had said? You can lock up my body,
but like a bird my soul will fly
away? I closed my eyes to release
my soul. Suddenly I felt some-
body's presence in front of me. I
opened my eyes.
"What are you in for?" asked a
man with a scar extending from
his forehead to his neck.
I fumbled. "Uhh, I killed a half
dozen cops," I said in hopes of win-
ning his respect.
"Oh really?" he sneered. "Why'd
you do something like that?"
"They got in my face, I don't like
it when somebody gets in my
face."
He laughed hysterically. "Hey
guys, our friend over here says he
killed 6 cops because they got in
his face." Immediately, a gang of
prisoners surrounded me, all
laughing.
"I know what he did," said
someone else. "The guard told me.
He stole a Slim Jim from 7-
Eleven."
"It was a Beef Jerky and I stole
it from Chucky's, not 7-Eleven," I
said before I could catch myself.
"Do you know who we have
here?" asked the scarred prisoner
who appeared to be the group's
leader, "We have the Notorious
Beef Jerky Thief right here in our
cell." A cacophony of laughter
filled the air.
Humiliation spread through my
limbs. I closed my eyes and tried
to dream. But the only image I
could conjure up was a Beef Jerky.
In the dream it was at least 30-feet
tall and looked a little like Gumbie.
It was chasing me through the
aisles yelling "Eat me! Eat me!" I
woke up with a start.
Interpreting the dream wasn't
difficult. Obviously I was feeling
remorse. I must repent, stand na-
ked in God's presence and suffer
for my sin. Thinking of Kierke-
gaard and the importance of suf-
fering, I turned to the prisoner
next to me.
"Do you ever think of Kierke-
gaard when you're in jail?"
"You bet your ass I do. When I
get out of here I'm goin' looking
for him." he said. "The rat
squealed on me." He muttered
horrible words under his breath.
If I ever get out of here, I vowed,
I'll be nice to everybody, study
hard, and I'll never, ever, break
the law. No speeding, no parking
violations, nothing. I started re-
miniscing about the outside world.
Would I ever breath the clean,
crisp air of an autumn morning?
Would I ever awake to the sweet
symphony of birds chirping? Would
I ever know the boundless freedom
of getting in my car and driving
far and aimless? Feeling suffo-
cated, I went to the door and
started shaking the bars and
screaming.
"I can't take it anymore! I'm not
an animal who you can cage! Let
me out, let me out! I'll never do
anything bad again!"
The guard came after a few min-
utes of such blathering, "What's
your problem, you've only been in
there 15 minutes? What are you
some kind of nut?"
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Marx Receives a Fresh Treatment
by Ann Coleman
How many times has a professor
tried lo case your fears about an
upcoming exam by telling you that
all you need to do is relax, and then
everything will come easily? I've
had my fair share of this advice,
hut I've never taken it to heart. The
main reason for my disbelief is that
if I really were to relax, my an-
swers would be so free-flowing that
my professors would flunk me out
of sheer disgust. But I don't know
this for a fact. What would happen
if I answered an exam question like
thin: Question: Describe, in sim-
ple yet thoughtful terms, the
Marxist theory of the withering
away of the State.
Okay. Well, there was this guy,
Marx, and he believed that the
workers were being, like, you
know, oppressed, right? And so
Marx goes, he goes, "Look, the
workers are people too, and the
government should recognize
them, and quit giving them shit."
Oh wait, I forgot to say earlier that
Marx called the worker the prole-
tariat. Anyway, there was this
sort-of-revolution where this group
called the Bolsheviks gained power
in the government. The Bolsheviks
were a minority in number, but
they were a majority in the gov-
ernment, or something like that.
You know what I mean. After that,
the proletariat was finally able to,
like, take over. And this was called
the dictatorship of the proletariat.
So then Marx goes, "Well, now
that the proletariat (meaning the
workers, like! said before), has the
power, there's ho need for a gov-
ernment (which was also called the
State), because it's like the work-
ers know what to do and they can
deal without a government. This
was called the withering away of
the State. It's like one day, there
was a state, and the next day,
there wasn't. Do you know what I
mean? I mean, well, the people
were finally in control and so, who
needed a government, right?
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There's No Rink,
There's No Excuse
If you go into the south entrance of Elton dorm and up the stairs, you
will see a bumper sticker on a door which reads "Think Rink". Behind the
door are four Trinity hockey players, and behind the bumper sticker is the
idea that a team which goes 22-5 and wins the ECAC championship
deserves a home hockey rink in which to play.
It's not that talk of a rink has never come up before, it has many times
since Trinity Hockey was founded in the early seventies. The problem is
that that's all there's been: talk. "It's amazing that a school of our stature
doesn't have a rink," said Bryant McBride, a junior defenseman on the
team.
Coach John Dunham, who attended Trinity, helped to start hockey as a
club sport and has skippered the team since its inception, echoed Mc-
Bride's sentiments, in more diplomatic terms. "There is on-campus sup-
port. It's in the long-range plans, but nothing is written in stone. It's a
long overdue athletic facility, but the problem is it wasn't or won't be
included in the Capital Campaign."
Ah, the Capital Campaign, that loveable $42 million monster which has
already caused its share of controversy. Only a small percentage (2-3
million from reports) is to be devoted to the athletic department. With
improvements slated for the pool, squash courts, and women's locker
rooms, hockey is once again being put on ice.
Locker Room
by Gabe Harris
It's not that the administration or anybody else is against a rink, just
the opposite. A new facility such as a rink would only serve to enhance
the school's image, recruiting, and community relations, So back to the
question: where is it?
The first obvious consideration is financial. Dunham estimates that a
quality facility; with 1500 or more seats and ample locker areas would be
"in the 3.5 to 4 million dollar range." While that sounds like a lot of
money - and it is - it is not the kind of money the college couldn't muster.
With alumni support, an organized fund drive, and full cooperation from
the administration, funds for a rink could certainly be secured.
When Trinity hockey started in 1970, the team played at Colt's Park,
an outdoor rink in South Hartford. They were vagabonds, moving to a
municipal rink in West Hartford, then to Glastonbury, Wesleyan, and
finally to their present home at Kingswood-Oxford School in 1981. It was
then-vice president English who helped to secure the current lease at
Kingswood.. : ,
But a home rink would cut down on travel time to and from West
Hartford, and would put Trinity on a par with all the other ECAC schools
with their own rinks. "There's no question we're not getting good players
who would otherwise apply," said Dunham..
The point here is not that the hockey team deserves a rink because
they're doing well. The point is that a rink would be beneficial to the
entire Trinity community. There would be a women's hockey team. There
would be intramurals. There would be free skating for the faculty, admin-
istration, students, and the community. There would be revenue from
renting the rink out when it was not in use. If you don't believe all that,
just take a look at Wesleyan, or Connecticut College, or Amherst,
And there's also the hockey team, which deserves better. Dunham has
built a program from scratch, one which is now one of the best in Division
3 and competetive in Division 2. "It's pretty embarassing to have to play
our games at a prep school," said Jay Williamson, another team member.
It's also embarassing to be hosting the ECAC finals, as Trinity was two
years ago against Southeastern Massachusetts University, and have the
visiting team generate more fan support than you do. It's embarassing to
have to host the finals two years in a row on Wesleyan's campus. And
most of all its embarassing that Trinity doesn't have a hockey rink.
There's no excuse.
Crew Opens at Head of the Conn
by Duck Reich
On a cold, Sunday morning the
Trinity Crew season got under-
way. For the varsity, junior var-
sity, and a few freshmen, the Head
of the Connecticut Regatta, held
on October 12, marked the first
official race of a very promising
season,
Among the results of the races a
few boats fared extremely well.
The men's championship 'eight'
came in fifth out of 31 boats in the '.
race; the JV women's eight came •
in second out of eleven, boats; al- '.
umni pair of Phil Carney and Eric
Rofow came in. second in their race; '
and a Freshman pair, Ed Kupa and -
Chris Kelly came in eigth out of "a
mob"(28).
The Trinity crew teams have
been practicing since the first week
of September, increasing their mo-
mentum and speed each practice, .
as they pull their way through the
Hartford stretch of the Connecti-
cut River.
The Head of the Connecticut
brought the teams downstream to
Middletown where the Wesleyan
Crew team hosted this regatta, :
that drew teams froni around New
England.
The sport of crew continues year
round with practices throughout
the winter as well as the Fall and
Spring. In the Fall, however, crew
is considered a club sport and does
not attain the official team status
or funding until, the spring when
• the majority of races are held. This
fact does not lessen the intensity
of the work that go into pracices.
According to one crew member,
"The Fall workouts are introduc-
ing many freshmen into the sport
and re-aeclimatmg alot of return-
ing crewbies; the winter workouts
are bringing us into the main sea-
son, so we can't slack off; and the
spring season...well, we've got to
w i n ; " . .•/•' - v ' . ' V . -
The crew team's progress so far
has been essentially successful.
The varsity, j.v., and novice boats
have been able to watch their
progress through head races be-
tween all of the Trinity teams each
Friday afternoon; Weather condi-
tions this season, however, have
caused some difficulties at prac-
tices.
Other results were as follows:
Men's Varsity lightweights-13th
out of 40; Men's Varsity heavy-
weights-14th out of 31; Women's
Varsity-8th out of 40; Men's J.V.-
13 out of 30; Women's four-19th
out of 29;
photo by John Shiftman and M.N. Sobel
Rich Nagy picks up some tough yards against Tufts on Saturday.
Men Outrun at NESCACS
by Steven Anderson
Tripod Staff Writer
This past Saturday, in the cold
reaches of Maine at Bates where
the NESCAC championships were
held, the men's cross-country felt
at times almost as down as the Red
Sox were to be the coming night.
It wasn't a stark similarity be-
tween the two losing times. The
Bants unlike our beloved Sox wer-
en't out to win it all. They were
just looking to displace a few teams
in. their own leaque. It was a very
modest ambition indeed and one
that they couldn't even fulfill.
They ended up beating only one
team out often, Conn College, This
no surprise and thus no consola-
tion, the Bants having clobbered
them in the opening meet in what
may have been the only clobbering
they will do this year. Bates, the
host team, took the title in com-
plete domination shutting out
Trinity and six other teams.
One of the best things about
cross-country, though, is that no
matter how bad a team does, its
followers can usually relish the
strong performances and improve-
ments of some runners. Yes, there
certainly were good individual per-
formances Saturday. Craig Gem-
mel, the Roger Clemens of the day,
continues to improve with each
race of the season. He took first
for Trinity with a time of 27:29 for
the 5 mile course. Not to be out-
done, regular frontman, Paul Des-
landes, finished 4 seconds behind.
He had sweet revenge in beating
Geoff Perkins of Conn College by
27 seconds. In that long lost glo-
rious season opener, Deslandes had
been denied both the top spot and
the course standard by Perkins in
a 2 second difference. Fininshing
29th and 33rd, both Gemmel and
Deslandes displayed the most
prescious asset for this team, con-
sistency.
There were many who broke
ranks from their consistency in the
negative sense. Both Matt Donu-
hue and Sam Adams who took 3rd
and 4th, respectively, for the team
felt they were not up to par. This
was not the case for Ross Burdick
who in his first serious attempt at
running long-distance is still mak-
ing great strides. Nor so, for Steve
Balon who ran a fine race only to
still find that breaking the 30 min-
ute barrier elusive running a time
of 30:00. Taking up the tail end
was Steve Anderson who ran about
as well as Jim Rice played Satur-
day night.
If the Red Sox turn it around
and go on to win the Series, it will
be great, but the situation for the
Bants is essentially helpless. Its
hard to believe that this team has
a winning record, 2-1, which they
will seek to protect this "Friday at
W.P.I.. Hopefully, win or lose, they
will get back into the swing of
things again.
•S!
gff&fc
...they certainty
don't read newspaper's,
Turnovers
Hurt
Football
continued from page 16
by Wrobel, a few timely Tufts pen-
alties, and several 20 yard passes
by Tighe to move down to the
Jumbo six yard line. But on second
and goal from the Tufts seven,
Tighe was once again intercepted
by Klein. "I was looking for Don
(Fronzaglia) and he wasn't really
open, I tried to force it, and I gave
the kid a chance to step in front."
The play and the drive had taken
the wind out of Trinity's sails, on
the next two series Tighe was in-
tercepted by Calnan, once for the
touchdown return. The Bantams
did manage to mount' one more
drive, getting to the Tufts 17, but
with 5:34,left they lost the ball on
downs.
Trinity outgained Tufts in yards
(428-404) and first downs (29-15),
but for the second week in a row
big plays and turnovers did them
in.
"The important thing for us now
is to regroup," said coach Don
Miller after the game. "This is
where you find out about the char-
acter of your team."
This Saturday Trinity will take
on the powerful Hamilton Conti-
nentals, who were ranked 10th na-
tionally coming into Saturday's
action. Last year, in Clinton, N.Y.,
Hamilton defeated Trinity, 30-6.
The Continentals defeated Wes-
leyan on Saturday, 64-7.
Women
Stumble
at Bates
by Gail Wehrli
Tripod Staff Writer
It was a cold day in Maine for
the Women's Cross Country team
as they competed in the NESCACs
at Bates. The women had been
training hard for the past week
doing hill relay workouts, intervals
on the track and mileage. The hard
work seemed to have taken its toll,
in the form of sickness and injuries
to several of the players.
Early Friday evening, the "Buff
Seven" piled into a crowded van,
half of them carrying their diners.
It was a long, quiet drive - talking
and giggling would waste their en-
ergy according to Coach Magoun.
Upon arrival at the Atrium Hotel
arround midnight, the team stum-
bled into their rooms. Luckily for
the runners, their meet the next
day was in the afternoon.
The team reached the course
about an hour before the meet,
They warmed up for the race by
running one loop of the hilly
course. The whole race was three
laps. It was hard to run a fast race
due to the nature of the hills and
grass. The temperature at the start
of the race was warmer than the
expected 30 degrees. The wind,
however, gave the runners a con-
stant chill.
Meredith Lynch ran well, com-
ing in 30th, while Gail Wehrli, Jen
Elwell and Shmoo Kinz placed
38th, 49th and 50th respectively.
Also running for Trinity were
Shana "Stork" Pyunn, Amy Peck
and Hilary Fazzone.
It was a big meet considering all
twelve NESCAC schools were
there and the Lady Bants felt the
pressure.
The women are now in training
for the Smith Invitational on Sat-
urday.
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W-Soccer Back on the Winning Track
by Susan Moss
Tripod Staff Writer
photo by Mark Bridges
Co-captain Kathleen Strauss sets up a teammate. The volleyball team
won both of their matches this week, against Fairfield and Albertus
Magnus.
TCEC Opens With Flying Colors
by Sherri Ousley
Tripod Staff Writer
Trinity's Equestrian Club liter-
ally finished with flying colors at
Mount Holyoke's horse show last
Saturday. Half of the riders rep-
resenting the club received rib-
bons for first, second, and fourth
places.
The team left at six o'clock to
spend twelve hours in thirty de-
gree weather competing against
approximately one hundred and
twenty five other riders. Upon
their arrival the team registered
and selected their mounts from a
random drawing.
Facing the difficulty of unfamil-
iar mounts and an overwhelming
amount of competition, TCEC
made a strong debut. Six riders
from TCEC competed against
twelve other schools in one the
toughest regions in the country.
The scoring for each rider is
based on their placing in classes.
Liz Burne raised many eyebrows
by sweeping the intermediate
equitation over fences and taking
a blue, first place ribbon and then
taking a yellow, fourth place rib-
bon in the flat riding class. This
first place launched her one
quarter of the way to regional
qualification by giving her seven
points.
Molly Nelson 'also made an
impressionable showing by taking
a red, second place ribbon in ad-
vanced-walk-trot-canter class,
while her teammate Janet Ka-
pouch received a fourth place for
the beginer-walk-trot class.
Trinity women's soccer started
another winning streak Saturday
before their parents and friends.
They beat Connecticut College, 1 -
0, on their home turf. This new
streak almost began last Wednes-
day when they played Clark Uni-
versity at home, but a penalty shot
clinched the win for Clark. Now
Trinity's record is 3-0 with four
more games to play before the top
four teams are selected for the
NIAC Tournament.
The Lady Bants increased their
shooting percentage this past
week. Trinity outshot Clark Uni-
versity 19 to 10. Ceronne Berke-
ley, Sarah Couch, and Kathy Ennis
took a good number of those shots.
Three of the threats put to Clark's
goalie were made by halfbacks.
Clark did, however, score the first
goal which put Trinity in a situa-
tion of tying up the score the rest
of the game.
Coach Erlandson said she saw
her team persevere under those
circumstances. "The whole team
stuck to their objective of scoring
and tied the game up twice," she
said.
Trinity played both of its goalies
against Clark. Kirn Carey had
three saves in the first half, and
Tara Lynch saved five goals in the
second half. Tara was particularly
sharp when Clark took a penalty
shot with 5:45 left in the game.
According to one of the officials,
Trinity's sweeper, Lisa Lake,
fouled Clark's potential scorer in
the penalty box.
Lynch deflected the penalty shot,
but the Clark player followed up
her shot and scored. As a result,
Clark went home with a 3-2 win
over Trinity, who couldn't tie up
the game again before time ran
out.
With parents on the sidelines
Saturday, the team played an ex-
cellent game against Connecticut
College. From start to finish, Trin-
ity played a soiid team-oriented
game.
With 15:26 minutes left in the
game, halfback Debbie Glow sco-
red Trinity's victorious goal from
a back pass left wing Ceronne
Berkley put on the top of the pen-
alty box.
Kim Carey, Trinity's goalie,
saved 16 of Connecticut College's
shots on goal. "She had an excep-
tionally good game, coming out and
playing the angles," Erlandson
said.
Trinity's attack came from all
positions on the field. There was
"balanced scoring from all three
lines," Erlandson said. Four shots
came from fullbacks, and four from
halfbacks. Betsy Karetnick put a
couple shots on goal from left half-
back. On the front line, Sarah
Couch took two shots; Kathy En-
nis had three shots. Suzanne Cur-
ley consistently crossed the ball
from left wing into the penalty box.
Tennis Nets Cardinals
by Priscilla C. Payne
Managing Editor
Trinity women's tennis got off
on the right foot last Saturday,
winning their match against Wil-
liams College, 5-4. That seemed to
start off a week of impressive play
for them, and as coach Wendy Bar-
tlett put it: "Everybody's game
has really improved a lot since
September; the girls are playing
good, tough tennis."
Traditionally a tough team to
beat, the Purple Cows once again
fell to the Bantams. This year's
win was a replay of last year's,
despite unpleasant conditions: the.
har-tru courts, hard to adjust to
after hard courts, were soggy and
wet, making the ball heavy and
slow. Also, the matches were
played with regular scoring rather
than the speedier no-ad system.
Both Varsity and JV teams
played consistently, cheered on by
a supportive group of Trinity stu-
dents.
On Thursday the Bants faced an
even tougher foe, Division I Uni-
versity of Connecticut. Captain
Chris Sanden had a good match
against a familiar foe, whom she
had lost to earlier in the State
Tournament. Sanden played well,
but was overpowered by the con-
sistent back-court game of the
UConn woman.
Beth Cottone at the #5 singles
position _played very well, winning
handily' in two sets. Later, she
teamed with Susan Till at #3 dou-
bles to play the deciding match of
the day. After splitting sets, they
were moved indoors to finish, due
to descending darkness. Knowing
Trinity's success hinged on their
match, Cottone and Till tried to
pull out the third set. But they
could not seem to settle • down
enough to get their rythym back,
losing the set 4-6 and giving the
match to UConn.
Undaunted by this close loss, the
women went on to crush Wesleyan
University on Parent's Weekend,
8-1. Formerly a fairly easy team to
beat, Wesleyan surprised Trin this
year with a rather strong lineup.
Amongst these competitive
matches, Margaret Driscoll's
emerged as a barn-burner: after 2-
1'2 hours of play, she finally
walked off the court with a win-
ning score of 7-6(12-10), 6-3.
The #1 doubles team of Sanden
and Patti Neuman played a good
match as well, winning in three
sets. Cottone and Till followed suit
with a three-setter at the #3 dou-
bles. The doubles have reaUy
proven themselves as an asset to
this team, and Bartlett has a lot of
confidence in them.
Trinity plays their last home
match against Mount Holyoke to-
day at 3:00. Go, fight, win, Trin!!
********************************************************•*********. ***************************************************
The College View Cafe Sports Scoreboard
*********************************************************p*******************************i >************>
THIS WEEK:
TODAY;
FIELD HOCKEY vs. Wesleyan, 3
TENNIS vs. Mt. Holyoke, 3
Men's Soccer at A.I.C., 3
WEDNESDAY:
WOMEN'S SOCCER vs. Mt. Holyoke, 3
THURSDAY:
VOLLEYBALL vs. Wesleyan and
Coast Guard, 6
Field Hockey at CLARK, 7
FRIDAY:
Men's Cross Country at WPI, 4
SATURDAY:
Volleyball at VASSAR TOURNEY, 9
Women's Cross Country at
SMITH INVMATIONAL, 1
FOOTBALL vs. Hamilton, 1:30
Men's Soccer at CONN. COLLEGE, 2
Women's Soccer at Wheatbn, 1
SUNDAY:
Crew at HEAD OF THE CHARLES
MONDAY:
Tennis at WELLESLEY, 3
College View Athlete
Of The Week
The College View Athlete of the Week is Pam Ingersol!.
The senior goalie from Centerbrotok, CT led the field
hockey team to two victories this week, raising the team's
record to 9'0. Against Smith on Thursday, Ingersoll set
Trinity records for career saves and most wins In a,
career. Her five shutouts this season Is also believed to
be a school record.
RESULTS:
Football — 16, Tufts — 29
Women's Soccer — 2, Clark — 3
Women's Soccer — 1,
Conn. College — 0
Volleyball def. Fairfield, 15-7,
15-11,15-3; def. Albertus
Magnus, 15-6, 15-3,15-8
Field Hockey
' Hockey
6, Smith
5, Conn.
0
,4""% UConn>— 5 •
.tennis -<- 8S Wesleyan — 1
, Men's* Soc&er — 2, Tufts '—• 0
Water Polo -•- 9, Holy Cross — 5
TONIGHT IS $3 PITCHER NIGHT AT THE VIEW
********************************<
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Hockey Goes to 9-0
by Hope Williams
Tripod Staff Writer
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Ginny Vogel lets a shot fly against Connecticut College. photo by John Shiftman and M.N. Sobel
With three more games left the
Trinity field hockey team at 9 wins
and 0 losses will enter the final
stretch of their season this week.
Today at 3:00 p.m. the Lady Bants
will take on Wesleyan University
and on Thursday will travel to
Worcester, Massachusetts to play-
Clark.
Last week the team added two
more shutouts to their win record.
With the support of parents and
friends, they defeated Connecticut
College 5-0 on Saturday. On
Thursday they beat Smith 6-0.
Against Smith, goalie Pam Inger-
soll broke two school records. One
was for the most career saves at
Trinity and the other was for the
most wins in a career. Captain
Anne Scribner felt the game indi-
cated that Trinity is a team of
shooters, so that opponants have
difficulty knowing who to cover.
"We don't rely on just one person
to score but have confidence that
every player on the field can shoot
and put the ball in the goal," Smith
said.
On thursday, the Lady Bants
were expecting a closer game
against Connecticut College.
Scribner felt that the Camel's ma-
jor problem was that they could
not hold onto the ball."Because of
the confidence we have with each
other, we back up well. This makes
it difficult for teams to break
through and score." Although
Connecticut College's leading
scorer and best player was injured
with a broken foot, Scribner still
felt Trinity would have won even
if Conn's player had been in the
game. "With a score of 5-0,1 don't
think one player could have
changed things around too
much.We outplayed their whole
team," Scribner said. Elise Boel-
houwer scored three goals, one of
which was off of a reverse stick
shot. Ellie Pierce had two, of which
one was off of her direct corner
shot.
The squad does not officially find
out if they have been selected for
the NIAC tournament until next
weekend. However, with a 9-0 re-
cord they are confident that they
have a strong possibility.This year
the tournament will be held on Oc-
tober 25-26. If Trinity manages to
finish up as strongly as they've
started, they not only have an ex-
cellent chance of being selected,
but of being the host site of the
championship tournament.
Football Turns Over Another, Falls to 2-2
by Gabe Harris
Sports Editor
For a team that rolled up 428
yards and 29 first downs on 86
plays, the Trinity Bantams looked
awfully unimpressive against Tufts
on Saturday. The main reason for
that was seven turnovers, four in-
side the Jumbos' 20 yard line,
which led to a 29-16 Tufts victory
in front of a large Parent's Week-
end crowd. The Jumbos used thier
goal-line heroics and several big
plays on offense and defense to
raise their record to 3-1, Trinity is
now 2-2.
Sophomore halfback Paul Dre-
sens was the offensive star for
Tufts, racking up 87 yards rushing
and 122 receiving, as well as two
touchdowns. Defensively, senior
co-captain Jay Calnan and Joe
Klein were outstanding, intercept-
ing four passes, one for a 39 yard
touchdown return.
For Trinity, quarterback Dan
Tighe completed 22 of 42 passes
for 284 yards and a touchdown,
but had an unchararteristic off day
in throwing five interceptions.
Wally Wrobel came back from a
two-week layoff with a strong per-
formance, totaling 82 yards on 16
carries. Ted Shannon caught his
fifth touchdown pass of the year.
But moving the ball was not a
problem, moving it into the end
zone was. "I don't really know
what our problem was," said
Tighe, "it was just a matter of not
executing in close."
The biggest concern all week had
been figuring out a way to stop the
vaunted wishbone attack of Tufts.
Indeed, on just the third play from
scrimmage Jumbo quarterback
Frank Getman optioned right and
pitched to halfback Kevin Doh-
erty, who raced 67 yards for the
first score of the game. Corner-
back Greg Richo appeared to have
a chance at Doherty, but a perfect
block by the back judge eliminated
him from the play. After Paul
Madeiros's kick, Tufts led 7-0.
Junior John Calcaterra got the
Bantams and the crowd back into
the game, though, when he took
Madeiros's kickoff all the way to
the Tufts 27. Five plays later Tighe
found Shannon in the back of the
end zone. The snap for the extra
point was fumbled, and holder
Mike Dolan had to scramble. He
managed to find Bob Ugolik in the
for an apparent two point conver-
sion, but the play was called back
for an illegal man downfield. Tim
Jensen's conventional extra point
then tied it at seven.
Several minutes later, Tighe hit
Rich Nagy down the left sideline
for aa long gain. Nagy maintains
that he was down, but the referee
indicated that the Tufts defender,
Calnan, had stripped the ball be-
fore the players hit the ground.
Then after a short Tufts punt the
Bantams took over at the Jumbo
25. On third and 10 Tighe was in-
tercepted by Klein.
Tufts then drove to the Bantam
eight, but two sacks pushed them
back to the 22, where Madeiros
missed a field goal.
Early in the second quarter Tufts
was punting again when Mike
DeLucia tried to get a running
start and block the kick. But his
charge was mistimed, he went off-
sides, and the Bantams ended up
taking a 15 yard personal foul pen-
alty, giving Tufts a first down.
They gladly converted, as Dre-
sens took a pitch right and scamp-
ered 29 yards for the touchdown.
His nifty run, in which he broke
about four tackles, gave Tufts a
14-7 lead.
Trinity managed a 28 yard Jen-
sen field goal, but Tufts immedi-
ately responded with a nine-play,
71 yard drive of their own. The big
play was a 49-yard Getman-to-Dre-
sens bomb, and Dresens's six yard
scoring run made it 21-10 at the
half.
Trinity came out pumped up in
the second half, as they took less
than five minutes to put a score on
the board. After a Getman fumble
at the Tufts 36, the Bantams put
it in after just four plays, the score
coming on a one yard Tighe sneak.
The two point conversion failed,
but Trinity had pulled to within 21-
16.
There was no more scoring in
the quarter, but Tufts punter Tom
Carlisle did manage to snake a
punt out at the Bantam one yard
line.
It was from there that the most
significant drive of the game be-
gan. The Bants took over with 3:27
remaining in the third quarter.
Trinity used some strong running
continued on page 14
Men's Soccer Has the
Defense for Tufts, 2-0
by Jeff Proulx
Tripod Staff Writer
• As the season progresses, it is
becoming apparent that defense
will be the key to the success of
the Trinity men's soccer team.
Last Saturday only served to re-
affirm this postulate, as the Ban-
tams defense was flawless in a 2-0
triumph over visiting Tufts.
The Jumbos entered the contest
at 4-2-1, with a strong winning soc-
cer tradition. Trinity, though un-
defeated at home this year, was
still considered the underdog with
a 4-3 record. From the outset of
the game, the tension was evident
in both squads. • '.
Sophomore Stephen Ryan shone
in the first half, beating all poten-
tial threats with an awesome array
of footwork and deft dribbling.
Several times he advanced the ball
deep into Tufts territory single-
handedly, but the roosters were
unable to convert his efforts into
goals.
The Tufts defense was able to
contain the Trinity offense, using
much the same style as their op-
ponents. They continuously re-
turned the ball to the keeper rather
than booting the ball deep. The
Tufts offense consisted mainly of
lofty crosses to the mouth, of the
goal, hoping for an opprotune de-
flection or kick by a fortunately
placed forward.
As the midway point of the half
approached, neither team had al-
lowed a serious scoring threat. At
26:56 the defensive perfection was
ruined, as junior George Manthous
was credited with the first and
winning goal. The ball was inad-
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Durk Barnhill and the rest of the soccer team defeated Tufts 2-0 to raise their record to 5-3.
vertantly deflected off a Tufts de-
fender, and Manthous was credited
with the goal for being the.closest
Bantam to the play.
The half came to a close with the
score at 1-0, thanks to several bril-
liant saves by goalie E.G. Woods.
"E.G. didn't make any mistakes,"
said goalie coach Bob Parzych, "He
had his best overall game of the
year. He controlled the direction
and setting of the game, and really
played with confidence.'
The second half was similar to
the first. Freshman Pete Denious
emerged as the defensive stand- "
out, his blue-collar play contrast-
ing vividly with the colorful sorcery
of Ryan.
Trinity was unable to convert on
several opprotunities, most nota-
bly a point-blank breakaway on the
part of Nick Formisano; Defense
again reigned supreme until 2:39
was left in the game, when spec-
tacular athlete.Chris Hyland closed .
the scoring. On a breakaway, Hy-
land drew out the goalie, leaving
the net untended, He put it home
to finalize the score at 2-0, leaving
the Bantams at 5-3 for the year.
The Bantams outshot Tufts, 18-12.
"It was a very satisfying win,"
said coach Robie Shults. "There
was a lot of pressure. They threw
a 4-4-2 defense against our 4-3-3
alignment, so we were outmanned
in the middle. But we came
through."
Today the Bantams travel to
AIC, and judging by past confron-
tations, the game promises to be
exciting and emotional to say the
least.
